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OOnn  tthhee  rrooaadd  ttoo  rreeccoovveerryy  
  
It has undoubtedly been a challenging experience for       
everyone around the world with the ever-changing rules and 
constant uncertainty that looms over our head. People have 
been overcoming this difficult situation in various ways and 
Navnat in particular has been amazing at ensuring that the 
community continues to remain engaged physically, mentally 
and socially. Over the past few months, the Zoom team and 
fellow Navnatees have delivered an array of exceptional 
events on the digital platform. From cooking classes to      
meditation and fitness, mini concerts to arts and crafts,    
Navnat has managed to involve and include the community in 
a profound manner. The whole committee, event organisers 
and facilitators deserve a huge applaud and the same goes to 
the participants who whole heartledly engaged in the       
sessions making them even more memorable. I sincerely 
hope that as a community we continue to remain united and 
support each other in these times. Please stay safe and wish 
you all Happy Diwali and Happy New Year in advance! 

                Yatra Desai 

KEY CONTACTS 
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Jai Jinendra & Jai Shri Krishna 

I hope all of you are happy and healthy and I am immensely proud of you for observing the Government guidelines on 
Covid-19.  In March 2020, for the first time in our lives we experienced the lockdown due to Covid-19. This has 
changed our lives dramatically in the way we do things and the way we work.  As a result, we had to close our centre 
for various functions.  We had to cancel all the hall bookings and we also lost some car parking contracts.  I was 
looking forward to my first Paryushan, Navratri, Diwali and other events but sadly I will have to wait for one year.  

During lockdown we requested our members to register for voluntary work in delivering necessities to our old and 
disabled members.  I was pleasantly surprised that over 60 members registered within few days.  The leader, Sang-
eeta Bavisha, arranged four members to take the task of arranging to distribute groceries and all other necessities 
to over 60 homes.  I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the volunteers who worked extremely hard.  

In my first report after the election I had promised you that ‘we will bring Navnat on the map again’ and make it the 
‘TALK OF THE TOWN’.  I feel I have fulfilled my promise with the help and the commitment of my committee members 
and the volunteers.  

Firstly, I would like to thank our ZOOM HERO, Nemishbhai Mehta, and entire Zoom team, who came up with the idea 
of giving events on Zoom during lockdown.  We were the first ones to give various programs like Children games, 
Yoga, Musical Entertainment, Religious Programs and Cooking demonstration on Zoom.  I am proud and delighted to 
learn that Lavinaben Mehta was awarded an MMBBEE (in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list) for providing free virtual 
workouts to keep people healthy and mentally positive with her mother-in-law, Nishaben. 

What about Paryushan?  Probably this is the first time we had so many members and guests enjoyed the Paryushan 
events.  Large number of our members listened to Pravachan given by numerous Mahasatiji with the help of Pujya 
Gurudev Namramuni.  Many people from abroad logged on to our Zoom platform.  Many members including my 
mother in law, Mrs. Pushpaben J. Batavia, now living in Dubai phoned me to say that she enjoyed enormously all the 
Paryushan events and it is the first time she had such an opportunity to watch all the events during Paryushan.  The 
main highlights of Paryushan was morning Pravachan, afternoon seminars by Mahasatiji and the Bhavna from India 
by Vikrambhai and his group every day.  The other highlight was the virtual online bidding and the delivery of 
Swanpnas to the Bhagyashalees’ homes, (this brilliant idea came from Sangeeta Bavisha) by Bhagini, Jalsa Group, 
Zoom members and others. I would like to thank the sub-committee, (Bhupendrabhai Shah – Sangeeta Bavisha  & 
Nemishbhai Mehta), for the excellent work in making this a memorable Paryushan.   

Our next most successful program, despite some concern from few members, was Swamivatsalaya (Priti Bhojan) on 
Sunday 30th August.  Even though we had restricted only 30 members in the Centre as per the Government guide-
lines, over 350 members attended the function and 750 prasads were distributed to our members.  I would like to 
thank our co-ordinator for the last six years, Elaben Shah and our ‘hasmukha’ Hasmitaben Doshi for their hard work 
in making this a great success.  Heath and Safety was all organised by another hero, David Holden.  He really worked 
extremely hard and made sure that all the rules and regulations are properly observed.  It was so well organised 
that all the members who attended have made positive comments and congratulated the committee.  I would like to 
thank the four donors who each donated £1501 towards the cost of Swamivatsalaya and an anonymous member who 
donated all the gift bags with full of goodies for children and all the members who donated towards Jiv Daya and 
Dining room expansion on the day.  The names of all the donors are listed on a separate sheet.  

Our next programs are Navratri and Diwali by Zoom.  We hope all of you participate and enjoy them. 

The extension of our Dining Room is progressing very well.  I am hoping that all of you will donate generously to 
ensure the project does not get delayed.  We have received detailed planning and we are hoping to get tender quota-
tions by the time you read this report.  It is my humble request to all of you to donate generously as we need to raise 
approximately £1.2 million.  The whole project will be funded with the mixture of donations, reserves and interest 
free loans from our valuable members and affiliates. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the Executive Committee Members, Subsidiaries and all the volun-
teers for their dedication, commitment and hard work.  

Lastly on behalf of the Trustees, Board of Advisors and all the subsidiaries committee members I seek your for-
giveness if we have caused you Offence In Any way, Knowingly or Unknowingly, In Thought, Word Or Deed. 

Micchami Dukkadam 

Dilip Mithani  
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    ૐૐ          આઆભભાારર  દદર્ર્શશનન        ૐૐ                                      
મમાાતત ુશુ્રશ્રીી  ર્ર્ાારરદદાાલલક્ષ્ક્ષ્મમીી  પપુરુરષષોોત્તત્તમમ  મમહહેતેતાા    

(સ્વ. પી. ડી. મહતેાના ધમશપત્ની)  
 

 

 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 

આપનુું  શભુ નામ એટલે જ બે મહાન માતરૃ્ક્તત નો સભુગ સમન્વય.    
જ્ઞાન પ્રદાન કરનાર દેવી ર્ારદા અને ભૌતતક તથા આધ્યાત્ત્મક સુંપતત્ત પ્રદાન કરનાર માતા લક્ષ્મી.   

દુલશભ એવો મનષુ્ય  ભવ આપે પવૂશના અનુંત પણુ્યો વડ ેપ્રાપ્ત કયો 
સવશન ેતનસ્વાથશ પ્રેમ અને સેવા અપી અને આ ભવ સાથશક કયો  

આપની સ્મતૃતની મીઠી સવુાસ અને અમી ભરેલી નજરુુંની યાદીથી આપના  
તવયોગનુું દુુઃખ હળવુું થાય છે. 

આપના આત્માને તનરુંતર જૈનધમશનુું ર્રણુું મળતુું રહ,ે ગરુુકૃપાથી તે આત્મા  
કલ્યાણના પુંથ ેપ્રગતત સાધ ેએવી વીરપ્રભનુ ેઅહતનિર્ પ્રાથશના.  

 
ૐૐ    ર્ર્ાાુંુંતતતત      ::    ર્ર્ાાુંુંતતતત      ::    ર્ર્ાાુંુંતતતત    

 
લલ . આપના સ્વજનો : 

        કતપલા, ઈલા, મહરે્, પરેર્, લગરીર્  
        હમેા, ર્ીલા, જ્યોતત, એરચ, જયસખુ  

        તનર્ા/લચરાગ  ર્ીના/નીલ, જરુ/કૌર્લ, 
        અજય/સાગરરકા, અવની/રાયન, અમર/અંજલી, આતર્ષ/રદપાલી 

        અંજલલ, અતમષા, અનોલી  
        શ્રેયા, આયશન, આરવ, ઈર્ાન, અક્ષય,  
        ર્ૈલલ, અલાના,આરરયા, તવવાન      

  
 The Mehta family would like to express heartfelt gratitude for the support, messages of 

condolences and sympathy received in person, by phone or email  

  
 

શ્રશ્રીી  મમહહાાવવીીરરાાયય  નનમમ::  

જજન્ન્મમ  ::  રાજકોટ     

તતાા::  ૦૯ જુન ૧૯૨૯  

શ્રશ્રીી  કકૃૃપપાાળુળુદદેેવવાાયય  નનમમ::  

અરરહુંત ર્રણ  : લ ુંડન 

તા: ૧૨ ઓગસ્ટ ૨૦૨૦ 



ૐૐ    શ્રશ્રધધ્્ધધાંાંજજલલીી  ૐૐ                                      
LLoovviinngg  MMeemmoorryy  ooff  LLaattee  MMrr..  VVaassaannttllaall  VVeelljjii  SShhaahh  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of our Papa / Dada Vasantlal Velji Shah, 
son of late Velji Sunderji Shah and late Hemkunver Velji Shah. His departure has left a void 

which is impossible to fill. We shall miss his loving and caring nature forever. We pray for his 
soul to rest in eternal peace. 

 

We want to thank everyone who has conveyed their condolences by telephone and email.  

We thank you for your support during this difficult period.   
Thank you 

Nilesh Vasantlal Shah 
  

ૐૐ    શશધધાંાંતતિિ      ::    શશધધાંાંતતિિ      ::    શશધધાંાંતતિિ    

Mrs Sharda Vasantlal Shah 

 

 Mr Nilesh Vasantlal Shah                                 Mrs Sandhya Nilesh Shah 

              Mrs Smita Jotangia                                    Late Mr Chandrakant Jotangia     

       Mrs Nisha Doshi                     Mr Yogendra Doshi    

 

Jay Shah, Deep Shah, Nikita Doshi, Vanisha Doshi, Sukhen Jotangia, 

Amit Jotangia, Alka Jotangia and Zavi Jotangia 

શ્રશ્રીી  મમહહધધવવીીરરધધયય  નનમમ:: 

જન્મ : િધાંઝધતનયધ (મવધાંઝધ) 

િધ: ૨૮/૧૦/૧૯૩૦  

જજયય  શ્રશ્રીી  અંઅંબબેે  

અરરહાંિ શરણ  : લ ાંડન  

િધ: ૧૪/૦૪/૨૦૨૦ 



Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria





 
Lavina Mehta (previously Shah), is a 42-year-old British Asian award-winning Personal Trainer 
and Mum of three. Lavina has been awarded an MBE for services to health and fitness during 
Covid-19. Her mission is to help people to FEEL GOOD physically, mentally & emotionally.  
As a British Asian Lavina was inspired by statistics indicating Asians are less physically active, 
with a higher risk of diabetes and heart disease, in comparison to the white population.  She has 
been passionately promoting the health benefits of exercise to treat, prevent and reduce risks of 
these rising chronic diseases.  Just before lockdown she launched a national campaign to “Get UK 
Asians Fit”.  
 
During lockdown she provided free twice-daily virtual workouts with her family, aimed at keeping 
people of all ages healthy, mentally positive from home.  Her slogan was to “Exercise for Sanity 
not Vanity” and provided a Free Feel Good 21 Day Workout Plan.— www.instagram.com/
feelgoodwithlavina 
 
Lavina’s free home workouts for seniors, in English and Gujarati, 
which her 72-year-old mother in law joined in with featured on 
national TV and radio and inspired thousands of elderly members 
of the community to get involved.  She selflessly continues to 
give back to the disproportionately affected Asian Communities 
by providing these specially designed virtual Chair workouts to 
help the elderly and vulnerable stay fit, physically and mentally.- 
https://youtube.com/feelgoodwithlavina 
 
She is a big advocate of her simple ingenious concept of 
“exercise snacking” – treating your body and mind to short bites 
of exercise throughout the day. Her exercise snacks, include her 
‘Feel Good Walk Snacks’ & innovative ‘Stair Snacks’ which are a 
perfect free lockdown solution.  Her family workouts, for all ag-
es, cover her “fitness prescription” of mobility, cardio, strength 
and stretch.  She also has a “Feel Good in 5/10 minutes” workout 
series.    
 
Lavina has been on TV & Radio passionately promoting the health benefits of exercise to make 
people aware that exercise is medicine and is key in helping to boost immune systems, mental 
health and tackle the national obesity crisis.Having left her corporate career as a Global Project 
Manager, after her third son twelve years ago, Lavina requalified two years ago and has been 
training women 1-1, in Groups, in her virtual online community & globally via her Online Training 
App.  Lavina also works with businesses to promote workplace wellness and encourage ‘Working 
Out from home’ during these unprecedented times.   
 
MMBBEE  hhoonnoouurr  ffoorr  sseerrvviicceess  ttoo  hheeaalltthh  aanndd  ffiittnneessss  dduurriinngg  CCoovviidd--1199  
 
Lavina’s MBE was announced on National TV on ITV News, with further coverage on ITV News Lon-
don and BBC News.  All press clips can be viewed on Lavina’s website—https://
feelgoodwithlavina.com/ 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
  
  
LLaavviinnaa  ccoonnttiinnuueess  ttoo  pprroovviiddee  FFRREEEE  FFeeeell  GGoooodd  SSeenniioorrss  WWoorrkkoouuttss  oonn  FFrriiddaayyss  
aatt  1100aamm  aaccrroossss  mmyy  ppllaattffoorrmmss  @@ffeeeellggooooddwwiitthhllaavviinnaa  vviiaa  IInnssttaaggrraamm,,  FFaaccee--
bbooookk,,  YYoouu  TTuubbee  &&  ZZoooomm..  FFeeeell  ffrreeee  ttoo  ggeett  iinnvvoollvveedd  iinn  tthhee  tthhee  sseessssiioonnss  aanndd  
iimmpprroovvee  yyoouurr  ffiittnneessss!!  
    

 

INSPIRATION BOARD 
Personal Trainer - Lavina Mehta MBE 

LLaavviinnaa’’ss  ccoommmmeennttss  oonn  hheerr  MMBBEE  
  

““II  ffeeeell  ttoottaallllyy  bblleesssseedd  aanndd  ttrruullyy  hhoonnoouurreedd..    II  nneevveerr  eexxppeecctteedd  ttoo  rreecceeiivvee  tthhiiss  hhoonnoouurr  
ffrroomm  HHeerr  MMaajjeessttyy  tthhee  QQuueeeenn..    MMyy  mmiissssiioonn  tthhrroouugghh  lloocckkddoowwnn  wwaass  ttoo  hheellpp  aass  mmaannyy  
ppeeooppllee,,  ooff  aallll  aaggeess,,  iinncclluuddiinngg  tthhee  eellddeerrllyy  ttoo  FFeeeell  GGoooodd  pphhyyssiiccaallllyy,,  mmeennttaallllyy  &&  eemmoo--
ttiioonnaallllyy..    AAss  II  hhaavvee  oonnllyy  bbeeeenn  aa  PPeerrssoonnaall  TTrraaiinneerr  ffoorr  22..55  yyeeaarrss  ((hhaavviinngg  rreeqquuaalliiffiieedd  
aafftteerr  ggiivviinngg  uupp  mmyy  pprreevviioouuss  ccoorrppoorraattee  ccaarreeeerr  wwiitthh  mmyy  tthhiirrdd  ssoonn  1122  yyeeaarrss  aaggoo,,))  iittss  

ssuurrrreeaall  aanndd  hhuummbblliinngg  ttoo  kknnooww  tthhaatt  II  sshhaarree  tthhee  hhoonnoouurrss  lliisstt  wwiitthh  ssoo  mmaannyy  iinnccrreeddiibbllee  
ppeeooppllee..    II  hhooppee  tthhiiss  iinnssppiirreess  wwoommeenn,,  AAssiiaannss  &&  eessppeecciiaallllyy  mmootthheerrss,,  ttoo  ppuurrssuuee  tthheeiirr  

ppaassssiioonn  aanndd  ffoollllooww  tthheeiirr  ddrreeaammss..    II  aamm  ssoo  ggrraatteeffuull  tthhaatt  tthhiiss  wwiillll  ggiivvee  mmee  aa  ppllaattffoorrmm  
ttoo  hheellpp  aanndd  eedduuccaattee  eevveenn  mmoorree  ppeeooppllee  ttoo  ggeett  aaccttiivvee,,  rreemmaaiinn  ffiitt  aanndd  hheeaalltthhyy  aanndd  rree--

dduuccee  rriisskkss  ooff  cchhrroonniicc  iillllnneesssseess  iinn  tthheessee  uunnpprreecceeddeenntteedd  ttiimmeess..””  

  

FFoollllooww  LLaavviinnaa  oonn  aallll  ssoocciiaall  mmeeddiiaa  
@@ffeeeellggooooddwwiitthhllaavviinnaa  

MMoosstt  aaccttiivvee  oonn::  hhttttppss::////
wwwwww..iinnssttaaggrraamm..ccoomm//ffeeeellggooooddwwiitthhllaavviinnaa  8         NAVNAT DARPAN | NOV 2020 



 

 The Trustees and Ambassadors of Life Global UK, hope that you are keeping 
safe and staying well.  

Life Global UK, have been continuing to work with their partner charity ‘Project 
Life’ in inspiring hope by facilitating in the relief of poverty.  

The Life Global UK-Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj event held in March 2020 at 
the Navnat Centre, with your support we successfully raised over £80,000.  

During the COVID-19 pandemic, it was not feasible to manage and provide 
physical vocational training to the women under Women Empowerment 
Programme of Project ‘Life’.  Under the 
Covid 19 circumstances, responsibility 
of the women to bring up children, 
provide home education and taking 
care for elderly in the family has 
increased. Hence our partner charity 
opted for digital training to the women 
enrolled for various trades under 
Women Empowerment Programme. 
Therefore for the first time in the history of Women Empowerment, Life Global 
UK in conjustcion with Project Life decided to impart virtual vocational 

learning to the women which gives them an opportunity to become self-
reliant  through online training following the norms of social distancing as a 
protective measure against COVID-19.   
 
 We are pleased to share that team of Project ‘Life’ scheduled a digital 
inauguration of training for 150 BPL widows/women from Gujarat on 
September 05, 2020. 
 
To watch highlights of Digital Inauguration (06:05 min.), click on following 
YouTube link: 
 https://youtu.be/B3ObcPSohDo 
 To watch Digital Inauguration event (01:24:49 hrs.), click on following 
YouTube video link: 
 https://youtu.be/AWIOxyPNWOc 

 
 
We convey our special thanks to Mrs. Renu & Mr. Bharat Mehta, Ms. Chandni 
Vora & Mr. Mitesh Vekaria, Mr. C.B. Patel, Mrs. Taruna & Mr. Dilip Mithani, 
Mr. Tushar Shah, Mrs. Alka & Mr. Anil Doshi, Mrs. Jyotsana & Mr. Anil Parekh, 
Dr. Natubhai Shah & Dr. Abhay Chopada, Mr. Ketan Mehta, Mr. Vinod Kotecha, 
Mrs. Rekha & Mr. Ashok Sodha, Mrs. Chhaya & Mr. Kirit Shah, Mrs. Parin 
Somani, Project ‘Life’ Patron & guide Mr. Bakul Mehta from Oman, Project 
‘Life’ Managing Trustee Mr. Shashikant Koticha, Mr. Ketan Bharatbhai Shah 
from UAE, our valued donors & other dignitaries present in the event who 
have made the event successful. 

To continue to support the women during these testing times, Kirit Vassa and 
I sponsored the making of face coverings by WEP ladies in Ahmedabad. To date 
Life Global UK have distributed over 40,000 face coverings to various local 
communities and places of worship in London and Leicester,  charities 
supporting the homeless in London and charities supported by Morrison the 
supermarket chain. 

During 2019, our Global Ambassador, Anita Kamdar spearheaded the 
collection of new/almost new saris for the WEP ladies and for ‘Samu’ 
Weddings in Gujarat. Over 800kg worth of saris have now been delivered to 
Ahmedabad ready for distribution. A further 200kg are in Mumbai awaiting 
shipment to Ahmedabad. 

On the Primary school education programme, all schools are still shut but in 
future when the schools will re-open, main focus will be on maintaining proper 
social distancing in seating arrangements of the students. Such arrangements 
can be made possible through the availability of spacious class rooms in the 
school built by Project ‘Life’. Let us hope that with your continued support, we 
can continue & support the Primary school children studying in the Life Global 
UK and other ‘Project Life’ schools. 

To make a change you need to be the change. 

Once again thank you for your support. 

Yours sincerely, 

Bina Mayur Sanghvi 
Chair, Life Global UK 
+44 7801150338 
Trustees  -Bhogilal Sanghvi, Ramesh Shah, Kirit Vassa, Meetal Koticha Shah 
Ambassadors – Anita Kamdar, Bina Mistry, Vanita Patel, Shailesh Patel 



NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI 
SAMAJ  

 
Subsidiary of NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION OF U.K. 

Register Charity No: 1173042 
Navnat Centre Printing House Lane, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 1AR  

AACCTTIIVVIITTIIEESS  DDUURRIINNGG  LLOOCCKKDDOOWWNN    
 
On 5 March 2020 NVBS celebrated International Women’s Day in collaboration with Life Global 
U.K. This was at the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak and as such safety measures were put 
in place in order to continue with the event. Hand sanitiser was made available at the entrance.  
 
Since then, on 24 March, UK went into lockdown and tremendous efforts by Navnat meant that all 
planned events were to be delivered virtually via Zoom. NVBS played an important role in this 
Navnat initiative by recommending and negotiating with artists and speakers to perform on Zoom 
for Navnat. To date NVBS has introduced and supported the following events delivered virtually 
by Navnat zoom team under the diligent leadership of Nemishbhai Mehta. 
  
28/5/20 - Naushadbhai Katodiya, Hasya Kalaker, from Surat, India.  
30/5/20 – Religious discourse by Pujya Shilapji Maharaj from India. 
26/6/20 – ‘Ye Mulaqat Ek Bahana Hai - An evening with Veda Nellan’. 
27/6/20 – Religious discourse by Smitaben Ashokbhai Kotecha. ’68 letters of Shri Namaskar Ma-
hamantra’. 
3/7/20 – Sangeet Ka Surila Safar by Narayanan Natarajan. 
5/7/20 – ‘Mara Jivan Na 8 Anand Mantro’ by Bhartiben Deepakbhai Mehta. 
1/8/20 – Musical evening with Meena Trivedy. 
9/8/2020 – ‘Sanghna Mathi Pragna’ Tarlaben Doshi from Mumbai.  
 
In August, NVBS committee members played an integral part in the delivery of virtual paryushan 
activities such as arrangements of both Snathakwasi and Deravasi pratikam, uchaavnis, delivery 
of swapnas, collection of Jiv-Diya funds and Pritibhojan. 
 
5/9/20 – NVBS and Life Gobal UK launched Digital Inauguration of Virtual Vocational training Pro-
gram for 150 women under the Women Empowerment Program (WEP).  
25/9/20 - My DNA - A life in Science and Music by Rajvee Punater. 
27/9/20 - Sauv Chalo Shiddhgiri Jaeye; A Bhav Yatra following paryushan  
 

FFOORRTTHHCCOOMMIINNGG  NNVVBBSS  EEVVEENNTTSS  OONN  ZZOOOOMM  
 
 
 DIWALI CELEBRATIONS – SATURDAY 14 NOVEMBER 2020; TIME: 8pm-10pm 
 XMAS PARTY – SUNDAY 6 DECEMBER 2020; TIME: 2.30pm-4.30pm 
 
DDOONNAATTIIOONNSS  RREECCEEIIVVEEDD  BBYY  NNVVBBSS  
 
• £101 Khushi Bhet to NVBS and £101 to Navnat Vanik Association from Mahendra and Purnima 
Mehta on the occasion of the birth of their granddaughter Ava, daughter to their son Rajiv and 
daughter in law Ekta Mehta,  
• £21 from Sarojben Varia on the 21st birthday of her grandson Akash Varia.  
• £15 from Padmanben Kamdar as Khushi Bhet.  
• £11 from Mayur Doshi   
• £51 Anonymous   
• £25 Khushi Bhet from Kundanben Kothari on the occasion of her granddaughter Manisha, 

daughter of Reeta Sanjay Kothari passing her A levels with A* A A and is going to 
study Maths and Physics at Warwick University.  

 

 
President 
 
Renu B. Mehta 
Tel.: 01923 897 555 
Mobile: 07931 924197 
renu.mehta@navnat.com 
 
Secretary 
 
Purnima Mehta 
Tel.: 0208 204 2786 
Mobile: 07817429113 
purnima.mehta@navnat.com 
 
Treasurer 
 
Sushma Shah 
Tel.: 0208 203 6306 
Mobile: 07941711125 
sushma.shah@navnat.com 
 
Vice President 
 
Bharti R. Shah 
Tel.: 0208 422 8988 
Mobile: 07947 144080 
 
Joint Secretary 
 
Bina D. Holden 
Tel: 020 8958 2985 
Mobile: 07817 404163 
 
Joint Treasurer 
 
Asha J. Mehta 
Tel: 020 8205 2803 
Mobile: 07903 242121 
 
Committee Members 
 
Bhairvi Shah 
Chetna H. Desai 
Jayshree A. Vora 
Kalpana A. Parekh 
Lata Shah 
Mina D. Mehta 
Pallavi N. Mehta 
Saroj B. Varia 
Tarlika Mehta  
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On Friday 25th September 2020, NVBS organised a special talk by Rajvee Punater on 
“ My DNA- A life in science and music”.This talk was one of the zoom events on Nav-
nat weekly LIVE Schedule of events. Almost 300 devices joined on zoom. It received 
numerous positive and appreciative feedback on zoom chat. In addition, over 500 
viewers accessed it on You Tube. Therefore, it was a very successful event which 
benefitted all.  

Rajvee dedicated her talk to her late mother in law, Samjuben Nagindas Punatar 
who was also an active member of Vadil Mandal and Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj. 
Rajvee is a Research Scientist with over 20 years’ experience in her field.  She gave 
a very interesting talk of her journey to become a Principal Research scientist at the 
world-renowned Francis Crick Institute in London. She explained how damaged DNA 
can lead to cancer. 99% of the time our DNA is repaired after being damaged but 
where it is not repaired it can lead to cancer.  

Her research has been published in major scientific journals. Rajvee briefly explained the process to follow for publication of Research Pa-
pers while stating that she enjoys her work as this gives her the opportunity to work with people from all over the world. 

Rajvee explained what her twin passions in Science and Music have in common. They both require creativity, involve collaboration & team-
work and ability to leave something for posterity. Rajvee is better known in the community for her singing and in particular, Gujarati folk 
music and recordings of her music are available commercially. She is also one of the founders and current Chair of the charity Sansaar, 
which is aimed at young children, and promotes the learning of Gujarati language and culture through fun and music. They also perform 
drama and pantomimes. 

It was very inspirational to hear about how Rajvee has managed to juggle her career, her music and raise three young children with the 
support of her family. NVBS would like to thank the NVA Zoom team for hosting this event. The convenors for this event were Mrs Sushma 
Shah (Treasurer NVBS) and Mrs Bhairvi Shah (Committee member). 

 

સસીીધ્ધ્ધધગગીીરરીીનનીી  ભભાાવવયયાાત્રત્રાા  
નવનાત વણિક ભગીની સમાજ દર વરે્ષ પર્યશુિ બાદ પાાંચ ધામ યાત્રાનયાં 
આયોજન કરે છે પરાંત ય આ વરે્ષ આપિે સૌ કોરાનાની મહામારીમાાં 
સપાડાયેલ હોવાથી તે શક્ય ન બનર્યાં ને ભગીની સમાજની કમીટીએ 
ભાવયાત્રા કરાવવાનયાં નક્કી કર્યું.  

27/09/20 રવવવાર સવારના અગ્યાર વાગતા તો સૌ ઝુમના માધ્યમથી 
કોમપ્ર્યટર, આઇપેડ તેમ આઇ ફોન દ્વારા વર્યલુી ભેગા થયા.  

ધાયાુ કરતા ખબૂજ સારો પ્રવતસાદ મળ્યો. આશાબેન મહતેાએ સૌને મીઠો 
આવકાર આપી કાયુક્ર્મની શરૂઆત કરી. ત્યાર બાદ પારસભાઇ કે જેઓ 
મયાંબઈથી યાત્રા કરાવવા આવેલ તેઓને કવીનાબહને પરીખ ને રીનાબહને 
શાહ ેસાથ આપ્યો તેઓએ પોતાના પ્રયાસથી સૌને શત્રયનજયની તેળેતીથી 
સીધ્ધગીરીની યાત્રા શરૂ કરાવી. ખબૂજ સયાંદર રીતે સમજાવતા સવે 
યાત્રાળુઓની અમીમય આંખો એ દેરાસરમાાં બીરાજતા તીથુકરો, મોક્ષે ગયેલા સીધ્ધ દેવો, પરમાત્મા ના પગલા તેમજ નાની નાની દેરીઓમાાં 
બીરાજતા દેવીઓને જોતા સવેને વાંદન કરતા અમો દાદાની સનમયખ આવી ગયા. શયાં દાદાનો ભપકો અને કેવયાં તેનયાં ઐશ્વયુ જોતા જોતા આંખો ન 
ધરાય તેવા દાદાને પ્રિામ કરી ઘરબેઠા સનમયખ સીધ્ધગીરીની યાત્રાનો આનાંદ લીધો.પારસભાઇયે પાાંચ નાના ચૈત્યવાંદન પિ કરાવ્યા.  

 છેલ્લે જે દશુન જોર્યાં તે જોઇને આંખો ભરાઇ આવી, ગયા વરે્ષ કેટલી માનવ મહરેામિીથી દાદાની ધજા ઉત્સવ ઉજવાયેલ ને આ વરે્ષ ફક્ત 
પાાંચ કે છ પજૂારીઓ દ્વારા આ ધજાનો ઉત્સવ ઉજવાયો. ખરેખર મનયષ્ય કયદરત સામે કેટલા પાાંગળા છે તે સત્ય સમજાય ગર્યાં. વખતને માન છે 
પરાંત ય આપિે સૌ સાથે મળી એક જ પાથુના પરમાત્માને કરીએ કે પરમ ક્રુપાળુ આપિને જલદી તેમની સનમયખ બોલાવે એને આપિે સવ તેના 
મન ભરી દશુન – પજૂા કરી શકીએ.  

અંતમાાં સરોજબેન વારીયાએ તેની સયાંદર શૈલીથી સવેને વોટ ઓફ થેંક્સ કહલે. આશા છે તમો સવેની વર્યલુી ભાવયાત્રા કરવાનો આંનદ આવેલ 
હશે.આ પ્રોગ્રામના સ્પોનસર આશાબેન મહતેા ને સરોજબેન વારીયા હતા. તેઓએ ખબૂજ સયાંદર લાભ લીધો તેના માટે નવનાત વવનક ભગીની 
સમાજ તેઓનો ખબૂજ આભાર માને છે.  

રેણય ભરત મહતેા £101 ને લતાબેન શાહ £11 ભાવયાત્રા રૂપે ભગીની સમાજને ડોનેશન આપેલ છે તે માટે તેઓનો આભાર.  

                                                                          સવેને જય જીનેનર અને જય શ્રી કૃષ્િ 
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On 21 February 2020 three friends went on a Marathon Yatra to 
India. Within a span of just over two weeks, they travelled around 
2000 miles and visited many Jain pilgrim tirths across Gujarat, 
Rajasthan & Maharashtra. A chronological diary of their travels is 
as follows: 

DDaayy  11  

SShhaannkkeesshhwwaarr  PPaarrsswwaannaatthh  DDeerraassaarr  ––  temple in Ahemdabad. 
HHuutthheeeessiinngg  TTeemmppllee  --  constructed in 1848 with Lord Dharmanath 
the main deity. 
SSaabbaarrmmaattii  AAsshhrraamm - commemorating 150 years of Mahatma 
Gandhiji’s birth. 
 
DDaayy  22  

KKoobbaa  JJaaiinn  ttiirrtthh  -- unique Jain research and the preservation of 
scriptures takes place.   
MMaahhuuddii -offered Sukhadi (an Indian sweet) at the feet of Ghan-
takaran Mahaveer. 
VViijjaappuurraa  ––  magnificent murti of Bhagwan Sfurling Parshwanath. 
MMeehhssaannaa  --  did pooja on the gigantic 3.68 metres murti of Lord 
Simmandhar Swami.  
TTaarraannggaa – Lord Ajitnath temple constructed in 1161 by King Ku-
marpal with the blessings of Acharya Hemchandra.  
 
DDaayy  33   

DDeellwwaaddaa  TTeemmpplleess  aatt  MMoouunntt  AAbbuu  ––Lord Adeshwar  main deity in the 
ornate marble carvings within the temple complex. Visited shrine 
dedicated to Acharya Vijay Shanti Suriswarji Maharaj (1890 – 24 
September 1943) who had wild animals sitting next to him whilst 
he was in deep meditation. 
AAcchhaall  GGaaddhhaa  ––  magnificent Jain temples within the fort built 
around the 14th Century.  
JJiirraawwaallaa  PPaarrsswwaannaatthh - built in the 12th century, though recently 
stunningly renovated.  
BBaammaannwwaaddaa – exact location where nails were pierced in Lord 
Mahaveer’s ears.  
NNaannddiiyyaa  ––  precisely where Chandakaushik snake bit Lord Maha-
veer. 
LLoottaannaa – original murti of Lord Adeshwar which was once conse-
crated at Palitana.  
AAaarraassuurrii  AAmmbbee  MMaattaa  ––  shrine dedicated to Ambe Mata.  

DDaayy  44  

MMuucccchhaallaa  MMaahhaavveeeerr – intriguing tale of Lord Mahaveer’s murti 
having a moustache.  
KKiirrttii  SSttaammbbhh  GGhhaanneerraaoo - tower depicting the 27 reincarnations of 
Lord Mahaveer.  
RRaannaakkppuurraa – grandeur of the 1444 pillars within the iconic temple.  
FFaallnnaa  – though to be the first Jain golden temple.  
SSuullttaann  PPaarrsshhwwaannaatthh - history going back to 1299 at the time of 
Delhi’s Sultan Alauddin Khilji.  
PPaanncchhaassaarraa  PPaarrsshhwwaatthh – ancient temple in Patan. 
  
DDaayy  55  
SShhaannkkeesswwaarr  PPaarrsswwaannaatthh  ––  did Vakshep pooja on one of the holiest 
of all Jain idols. 
110088  PPaarrsswwaannaatthh  tteemmppllee – recently constructed in Shanekshwar.  
DDoolliiyyaa – magnificent temple & distributed clothes and stationery to 
deserving school children.  
VViirrppuurr - birthplace of Jalaram bapa. 
AAcchhaarryyaa  SShhrreeee  HHeemm  VVaallllaabbhhvviijjaayyjjii MMaahhaarraajj – received blessings 
from Acharya Maharaj who has taken a lifelong vow of doing 
Ayembel and climbing Mount Girnar daily. He gave us a book in 
English entitled “Confessions of Sins (Bhav Alochana)”. 
 
DDaayy  66  

MMoouunntt  GGiirrnnaarr – did the first pakshal pooja on Lord Neminath and 
climbed to Ambaji temple. Descended via SShhaahhssaavvaann route & visit-
ed RRaajjuull  GGuuffaa (Cave of Rajul).  

DDaayy  77  

SSoommnnaatthh temple - believed to be the first of twelve jyotirlinga 
shrines of Shiva. 
PPrraabbhhaass  PPaattaann Jain temple - believed to have been built by Lord 
Adeshwar’s son, Bharat Maharaj.  
AAjjhhaarraa  PPaarrsshhwwaannaatthh  tirth – strikingly red idol of Parshwanath 
Bhagwan.  
MMaahhuuvvaa - darshan of Bhagwan Mahaveer’s Jivit murti and obei-
sance at the shrine of Acharya Nemisurishvarji.  

 

DDaayy  88  
SShhaattrruunnjjaayy  DDaamm  ddeerraassaarr - darshan of Sahastrafana Parshwanath 
Bhagwan. 
SShhrriimmaadd  RRaajjcchhaannddrraa  AAsshhrraamm  PPaalliittaannaa  --  darshan at the Adinath 
Jain mandir.  
BBhhaannddaarriiyyaa  ddeerraassaarr – magnificent white temple  
KKaaddaammbbggiirrii - named after the 2nd ganadhar (disciple) of Lord 
Adeshwar, who achieved salvation here. HHaassttaaggiirrii  --  majestic tem-
ples overlooking Palitana temples across the hills.  
GGhheettii  DDeerraassaarr – other end of Palitana where people doing Navanu 
(99 pilgrimages of Palitana) descend to.  
SSiiddddhhaawwaadd  --  majestic tree where many souls are believed to have 
achieved salvation.  
VVeeeerraayyaattaann  SScchhooooll  &&  EEyyee  HHoossppiittaall  –– phenomenal service to man-
kind in action by Veerayatan Sadhvijis.  
 
DDaayy  99  

PPaalliittaannaa  –– climbed to NNaavvTTuukk  followed by pakshal on Lord Adhe-
swar’s murti in the main temple.  
RRoohhiisshhaallaa  TTiirrtthh – did Arti done near the Shatrunjay riverbank fac-
ing the Palitana mountain.  
 
DDaayy  1100  
VVaallllaabbhhiippuurraa – holy site where council of Acharyas convened at 
Aagams compiled.  
AAyyooddhhyyaappuurraamm - with a majestic 23 feet idol of Lord Adeshwar and 
also visited TTaaddggii and NNaavvkkaarrddhhaamm  TTiirrtthh.  
 
DDaayy  1111    

KKuummbbhhoojjggiirrii,, Maharashtra. - Did pooja on Jagvallabh Parshwanath 
Bhagwan.  
JJaahhaajj  MMaannddiirr  ––  temple built in the shape of a ship followed by GGaann--
ppaattii  MMaannddiirr by the banks of River Krishna. 
 
DDaayy  1122  
Darshan at the DDiiggaammbbaarr  JJaaiinn  MMaannddiirr and SSwweetteemmbbaarr  DDhhaarrmmaannaatthh 
derasar at Jaysingpur.  
Blessings and personal audience with HHiiss  HHoolliinneessss  AAcchhaarryyaa  MMaa--
hhaassrraammaann of the Terapanth sect. 
 
DDaayy  1133  
VViimmaallnnaatthh  DDeerraassaarr – Matunga in  Mumbai.  
GGooddiijjii  PPaarrsshhwwaannaatthh - Murti supposedly originated in Pakistan and 
one of oldest Jain temple in Mumbai. 
  
DDaayy  1144  

MMaannaass  MMaannddiirr  aatt  SShhaahhppuurraa  tirth – blessed to get darshan of “nag 
bapa” (holy snake)  

DDaayy  1155  

SSaannttaaccrruuzz  JJaaiinn derasar and just before our flight departed bless-
ings & Mangalik from Jain Sadhviji. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn 

An epic journey completed just before the COVID-19 pandemic & 
lockdown. 2 weeks, 2000 miles and did darshan at almost 50 of the 
most exquisite and sacred Jain tirths, in what was a once-in-a-
lifetime trip.  

 

NNeemmiisshh  MMeehhttaa,,  RRaajjeeeevv  SShhaahh  &&  SShhiittaall  GGoossaalliiaa  

MMAARRAATTHHOONN  YYAATTRRAA  
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A POEM  by Nilesh Mehta 
                     ...રાહ  સાચો  બતાવ્યો......  
 

આજ  મન ેસમજાય ું કે ભગવાન ત ું કેમ કહેવાયો, 
કોરોના ન ું કારણ બતાવી,ને રાહ સાચો બતાવ્યો... 

ઉપર બહ  ઉડતો હતો ને ચાુંદના સપના જોતો હતો, 
પવનની પાુંખો બુંધ કરીને,રસ્તે ચાલતો કરી દીધો.....આજ મને... 

આલલુંગનથી અળગો કરી, નમસ્તે કરતો કરી દીધો,  
ભોગને બતાવી ભૂલ,ને યોગ કરતો કરી દીધો.............આજ મને... 

મુંલદરનો ક્ાું સમય હતો,લસનેમા હુંમેશ જતો હતો. 
ભજન,કીતતનને આરતી ઓનલાઈન કરતો કરી દીધો...આજ મને... 

ખબર છે મારા દ ુઃખથી, દ ુઃખી તો ત ું છે ઘણો, 
ન હતો ઉપાય કોઈ, તો ઝૂમથી ઝૂમતો કરી દીધો......આજ મને... 

અુંત:કરણથી વુંદન કરી, ને હાથ મારા જોડતો, 
કરું  લવનુંતી કે પ્રભ , સાથ મારો કદી ના છોડતો........આજ મને... 

GGuuiiddeedd  ttoo  tthhee  rriigghhtt  ppaatthh  
  
 
I finally understood, why you are called God, 
You showed us the right path in experiencing Corona… 
 
I was very arrogant and flying so high, 
You made me realise I should first keep my feet on the 
ground… 
 
Instead of finding pleasure in the outside world, 
You taught us that it all comes from within… 
 
I had time for all other enjoyment but hardly for the temple, 
But now I am trying to find you even at home… 
 
I know you are hurting and watching us suffer but, 
You taught us to enjoy our lives at home by other means…. 
 
I pray joining my hands and request you, 
To be with me for ever and keep on showing the right path… 
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NAVNAT JALSA GROUP REPORT 
Feb - March 2020 

 
On 4th Feb – Shirishbhai and Malaben took 
responsibility to plan healthy games and it was 
a very well planned and winners were given 
certificates. This year Jalsa group took more 
members.Jalsa group’s last programme before 
lockdown was on ”NAARI“ on 10/3/2020 and 
was hosted and conducted by a member Mrs 
Prafulla Dave This programme was the best 
and unique  in the history of ‘Jalsa group’. It 
was a celebration of woman’s day  which was 
on 8th March and as it was celebration of 
women’s day  all ladies’ members were re-
spected and appreciated for  their services provided all the time specially cooking in 
kitchen so today  food was managed by male members. In this programme Prafullaben 

involved everyone to get into activities and responsibilities. All ladies 
of all age groups enjoyed the catwalk and to say few words on the 
subject on “NAARI”. The speech of Prafullaben was very Interesting , 
covering so many aspects of life of ‘NAARI” and the unique quality of 
her speech was to speak without any written notes .  
After lunch we celebrated ‘Holi‘ with lovely 
songs. 

દદરર  મમંગંગળળવવાારરેે  નનવવનનાાતત  સસેેન્ન્ટટરર  હહેઝેઝ    મમાાં ં નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગ  ુ્ુ્પપ  નનાા  ભભાાઈઈ  બબહહેનેનોો    ભભેગેગાા  મમળળીીનને ે આઆનનંદંદ  પ્રપ્રમમોોદદ  કકરરેે  છછેે  
ખખાાસસ  કકરરીી  નને ે એએકકલલતતાા  અઅનન  ભભવવતતાા  ભભાાઇઇ  બબહહેનેનોો  જીજીવવનન  ખખ  શશીીઓઓથથીી  ભભરરપપ  રર  રરહહે ે અઅનને ે એએકકલલતતાા  દદૂૂરર  થથાાયય  એએ  હહેતેત   થથીી  
નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  નનીી  સ્સ્થથાાપપનનાા  કકરરવવાામમાાં ં આઆવવીી  છછેે..  

રરસસોોઈઈ  નન    સસંચંચાાલલનન  રરસસોોઈઈ  નનીી  ટટીીમમ  નનીી  બબહહેનેનોો  પ્રપ્રેમેમ  પપ ૂવૂવવવકક  કકરરીી  ઉઉપપસ્સ્સ્સ્થથતત  સસ  ાાનને ે ગગરરમમાા  ગગરરમમ  ભભોોજજનન  જજમમાાડડેે  છછેે  
અઅનને ે   જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  મમાાં ં પપોોતતાાનનીી  શશાારરીીરરરરકક  તતકકલલીીફફોો  નનેે  નનઝઝરર  અંઅંદદાાજજ  કકરરીી  સસ  ાા  ઉઉમમંગંગ  ભભેરેર  ભભાાગગ  લલીીયયે ે છછેે  નનવવનનાાતત  વવડડીીલલ  
મમંડંડળળ  નનીી  જેજેમમ  દદરર  મમંગંગળળવવાારર  લલગગભભગગ  નનનનયયનનમમતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  મમળળેે  છછેે  નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  મમાા  ૧૧૦૦૦૦    થથીી    વવધધ    
સસભ્ભ્યયોો    છછેે  સસવવાારર  નનોો  નનાાસ્સ્તતોો  પપછછીી  પ્રપ્રાાથથવવનનાા  યયોોગગ  અઅવવનનવવાા  મમનનોોરરંંજજનન  નનાા  કકાાયયવવક્રક્રમમોો  પપછછીી  સ્સ્વવાારરદદષ્ષ્ટટ  ભભોોજજનન  ફફરરીીવવાારર  મમનનોોરરંંજજનનનનાા  કકાાયયવવક્રક્રમમોો  અઅનને ે 
આઆખખરરેે  ચચાા  નનાાસ્સ્તતોો  બબાાદદ  બબધધાા  આઆનનંદંદ  થથીી  છુછુટટાા  પપડડેે  છછેે..  

નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  નનાા  મમેમે્મ્બબરરોો  બબધધીી  રરીીતતે ે મમદદદદરૂરૂપપ  રરહહે ે છછેે  નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  એએ  નનવવનનાાતત  મમાા  ડડાાઈઈનનીીગગ  
રર  મમ  મમોોટટોો  કકરરવવાા  મમાાટટેે  સસાારરીી  એએવવીી  રરકકમમ  નનવવનનાાતત  વવણણીીકક  એએસસએએમમએએસસ  નને ે લલોોનન  તતરરીીકકેે  આઆપપેલેલ  છછેે  નનવવનનાાતત  
જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  મમેમે્મ્બબરરોો  બબધધીીજજ  રરીીતતે ે મમદદદદરૂરૂપપ  છછેે  બબધધાા  મમેમે્મ્બબરરોો  આઆનનંદંદ  કકરરેે  છછેે  અઅનને ે આઆનનંદંદ  કકરરાાવવેછેછેે  નનવવનનાાતત  
એએસસોોનનસસએએશશનન  વવણણણણકક  એએસસોોનનસસએએશશનન  નનીી  બબઘઘીી  સસંસં્સ્થથાા  દદૂૂધધ  મમાાં ં સસાાકકાારર  ભભળળેે    એએ  રરીીતતે ે હહળળીી  મમળળીી  નને ે જજલલસસાા  કકાામમ  કકરરેે  

છછેે..  નનવવનનતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  સસંચંચાાણણલલતતમમાા  હહસસમમીીતતાાબબેેનન  દદોોશશીી  અઅનને ે 
બબચચ  ભભાાઈઈ  મમહહેતેતાાનનોો  સસાાથથ  એએનને ે સસહહકકાારર  નનવવનનાાતત  જજલલસસાા  ગગૃપૃપ  નને ે 
ઘઘણણોો  મમળળેે  છછેે..  

WWiitthh  hheeaavvyy  hheeaarrtt  JJaallssaa  ggrroouupp  iiss  iinnffoorrmmiinngg  mmeemmbbeerrss  tthhaatt  OOuurr  vveerryy  aaccttiivvee  aanndd  aallwwaayyss  ssuupp--
ppoorrttiinngg  JJaallssaa  ggrroouupp  bbyy  તતનન,,મમનન  અઅનને ે ધધનનથથીી  હહમમેશેશાા  મમદ્દદ્દતતરર  પપ  થથનનાારરાા  શ્રશ્રીીમમતતીી  કક  દદંંનનબબેેનને ે ભભાારરતતમમાા  
અઅરરીીહહંતંત  પપાામમીંીંચચાા  છછેે  તતેે  મમાાટટેે  અઅમમોો  સસવવેે  તતેઓેઓનનાા  આઆત્ત્મમાાનનેે  પ્રપ્રભભ    શશાાતતીી  આઆપપે ે તતેવેવીી  પ્રપ્રાાથથનનાા  કકરરીીએએ  
છછીીએએ  AAuumm  SShhaannii  AAuumm  SShhaannii  AAuumm  SShhaannii  

  
Jalsa group managements are grateful to all volunteers.  Especially kitchen ladies and gents’ volunteers. We are also 

thankful to all generous donation received by Jalsa.            
                                                                                 

 For further information please contact Hasmitaben Doshi 07702 811 381 Bachoobhai Mehta  07828 693937 and Trupti 
Parekh 07960 144 010. 

  
Ramesh J. Shah on Behalf of Jalsa Group edited by Hasmitaben Doshi & Trupti Parekh 
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NAVNAT GOLF SOCIETY - OUR JOURNEY 
There is something very special about reach-
ing a decade plus as a community society. It is 
a landmark that deserves to be celebrated, a 
moment in time for all connected with the 
Navnat Golf Society (NGS) to be proud, and 
perhaps a time to cast just a glance backward 
to have a look at the beginnings of our Society. 
The world of 2008 seems impossibly remote 
to us today. But to those who sat round a table 

on a day in April 2008, the future looked bright. They were talking 
about forming a golf society within Navnat. The founders were: Anil 
Doshi – Chairman, Divyesh Kamdar – Treasurer, Anita Kamdar – Sec-
retary, Dilip Mehta and Sunil Shah – Captains with the help of Bhavin 
Bhuva. These founding members continue to support NGS and since 
then it has gone from strength to strength hosting 6 events each year 
including an annual domestic weekend away and an overseas trip 
plus an AGM which is attended by partners and family members.  

The membership has flourished too since it started, and we are now in 
the fortunate position of having almost 50 members with a number of 
low handicappers and an awesome ladies section where Jyoti Mehta 
has been the Tiger Woods equivalent with countless wins. NGS prides 
itself on playing the best golf courses and have visited the links 
of  Celtic Manor, Princes, Woking, Bearwood Lakes, West Hill and Wo-
burn to name a few. NGS has won the Dosti Shield against other 
strong golf societies for the last 3 years and defends its crown in Oc-
tober this year. The Captains since inception have been Dilip Mehta, 
Amit Shah, Mitul Mehta, Vijay Shah and the current Captain is Sunil 
Shah. They and their committees have worked tirelessly to ensure 
that members are looked after and have the best golfing experience 
year after year.  

Sadly, due to the pandemic we have cancelled this year’s golf sea-
son and deferred it to next year. The committee members will be car-
rying on for a third-year next year and we hope that by next year we 
will be able to enjoy a full golfing season albeit one that may sadly still 
be restricted by social distancing.    

In the men’s sections the champion golfers of the year have been Hitesh Shah, Mitul Mehta, Ashwin 
Nanalal, Girish Bhuva, Vijay Shah, Dilip Mehta, Ishan Kamdar, Amit Shah, Shivam Shah, and for the last 2 
years Sunil Shah. In the ladies section Jyoti Mehta has won the champion golfer of the year prize on 
countless occasions (8). The other champions have been Anita Kamdar, Hina Bhuva and last year’s 
champion Radhika Nanalal.    Stay Safe and Happy Golfing  

 

NGS Committee- Bharat Sheth, Sunil Shah, Hitesh Shah, Bina Sanghvi, Anil Shah    
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WILL DRAFTING AND LASTING 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432
Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  

Services provided by Balance Consultancy

 Estate Planning

 Will Drafting

 Lasting Powers of Attorney

 Trusts – by approved partners

 Probate – by approved partners

 Document / Will Storage

 Talks to community groups

Evening & Weekend 
appointments 

available
•

Gujarati spoken 
fluently

•
Home visits available 
at a time to suit client

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our mental 
capacity or indeed became very ill. This is becoming more and more common as our lives 
become complex and longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 
have loved and trusted ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You can do 
just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/or Finance. They 
are both different LPAs but equally important. A vital document for the times we now live in. 
LPAs can only be set up while you have adequate mental capacity. LPAs are not just for the 
elderly but everyone over the age of 18. No one know when an illness can strike. Invest in your 
peace of mind now.

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details.

Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex  HA7 1JS
T 020 3837 0099 • 07780 690432   E info@balanceconsultancy.co.uk   W www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk

‘It’s a Dead Cert, so plan for it’

 balanceconsultancy     balance consultancy

Leave a legacy behind, not a mess.





NAVNAT VADIL MANDAL 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

PPrreessiiddeenntt  
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
VViiccee  PPrreessiiddeenntt  
Vacant 
 
SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07883 884 513 
 
AAssssiissttaanntt  SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Chandrakant Shah 
020 8723 1138 
07880 727 187 
 
TTrreeaassuurreerr  
Bhupen Vasa 
020 3016 4074 
07741 416 361 
 
JJooiinntt  TTrreeaassuurreerr  
Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
MMeemmbbeerrsshhiipp  SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Jagdish Sanghani 
01296 612500 
07796 428 263 
 
CCoommmmiitttteeee  MMeemmbbeerrss  
Chandulal Shah 
Induben Shah 
Purnimaben Meswani 
Surendrabhai Shah 
Vishnu Shah 
 
CCoo--oopptteedd  MMeemmbbeerrss  
Shirishbhai Mithani 
Rajnikant Shah 
Nitinbhai Savadia 
 
PPrrooggrraammmmee  CCoooorrddiinnaattoorr      
Purnimaben Meswani 
020 8422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
CCooaacchh  
CCoooorrddiinnaattoorr  
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
KKiittcchheenn  CCoooorrddiinnaattoorrss  
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
KKiittcchheenn  LLIIaassoonn  OOffffiicceerr  
Bharat H Mehta 
01727 839790 
07957 219 129 
 
YYooggaa  LLiiaaiissoonn  ooffffiicceerr    
Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 
020 8951 3382 
 
SSoouunndd  LLiiaassoonn  OOffffiicceerr  
Arvind Mehta 
07575 705 112  

Message from the President 
Respected Vadil Members, 
 

Jai Jinendra, Jai Shree Krishna and Pranam.  

Hope you and your families are keeping safe and well. 
Since my last report in the March 2020 issue of Navnat Darpan, there 
has been unprecedented change in the way we live our day to day lives due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. And as the situation stands today and as per current government 
regulations, it is clear that we will not be able to meet at Navnat Centre until the end of 
March 2021. However, the committee and I have every faith that the situation will 
get better over time.  
 
Our regular group/social activities on Fridays are currently on hold. In view of this, your 
committee has decided to postpone the review of membership fees for the year 2021 
until early next year.   

 

A few of our members have turned 90 this year and I would like to congratulate them by 
wishing them good health, lots of happiness, peace and longevity. They are now entitled 
to free membership. From the 1st of October this year, we have taken on a new initiative 
and started sending birthday cards to our members. Hope this gesture of goodwill from 
your committee brings an extra smile to your face. 
 
Our parent organisation Navnat Vanik Association of UK, led by the dynamic leadership 
of Dilipbhai Mithani, has continued to serve our community with interesting and engag-
ing programmes on Zoom for many months and kept us both entertained and connected. 
The Zoom Team, earlier led by Nemish Mehta and now led by Arvindbhai Mehta are real 
heroes for keeping us entertained during these challenging times. 
 
The Executive Committee of NVA, with 92% of support from its membership has em-
barked upon the ambitious project of expanding the dining hall. Your executive commit-
tee of NVM has decided to give a substantial sum of £50,000 as an interest free loan, for 
the period of five years to NVA subject to terms and conditions. Let us all come together 
and donate generously towards this project and make our community's dream come 
true. . 
 
Stay home, stay safe and stay healthy. 

Best wishes, 

Nalinbhai Udani 

—————————————————————————————————————— 

PPrrooggrraammmmee  RReeppoorrtt  ffrroomm  NNaavvnnaatt  VVaaddiill  MMaannddaall  

ffoorr  tthhee  mmoonntthhss  ooff  MMaarrcchh  22002200  ttoo  SSeepptteemmbbeerr  22002200  
Following spread of Covid 19, we suspended all activities at Navnat Centre and started 
Zoom activities. The first Zoom programme was Yoga session on March 2020, carried 
out by Manishaben. Thereafter, we had regular Yoga sessions and also included Yoga 
classes by Surbhiben, Bhavnaben, Bharatbhai and Lavinaben.These programmes were 
presented in collaboration of Navnat Vanik Association (UK). 

33rrdd  AApprriill  

From 2:15pm – 3:15pm we arranged an afternoon programme via Zoom. This first pro-
gramme was of Bhajans sung by our members.
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 Friday, 

17 April 

2:15pm to 3:15pm  

Healthy Body  And Mind - Heena Modi 

A qualified school teacher, and Nutrition Practitioner, Heena will help you bust 
myths, address common obstacles and find a meaningful and simple approach that 
works for all. As anambassador of veganism, Heena helps people facilitate the 
shift to a plant-based diet, vegan lifestyle or both. Having been a vegan for over 10 
years and a vegetarian for decades before that, Heena has lived the experiences 
and messages that she shares.  

 Friday, 

24 April 

2:15pm to 3:15pm  

Shandip Shah  

He has been an estate planner for over 7 years now, with experience in banking 
and pharmacy retail management for 30 years prior to this. He is based in Harrow, 
Middlesex His firm Balance Consultancy is based in Stanmore with clients all over 
England but mainly within London. This is his clear passion to ensure public are 
educated on this vitally important subject as we all agree death is inevitable and 
the likelihood of loss of mental capacity is also very high. 

Shandip is chair of Middlesex and West London regional group of the Society of 
Will Writers and also on the national Professional Standards Board of the Society 
of Will Writers. 

 Born in Tanzania of Jain origin. he has been in the UK for the last 45 years. Key 
interests include sport – playing and watching, charity work (am a Trustee of ma-
jor charity promoting humanitarian and other development work Veerayatan), run 
a spiritual Jain school every week (SCVP). 

 Sunday,  

26 April 

 5pm to  6pm 

Dr Shantanu Sharma 

Dr Shantanu Sharma is a highly qualified musical exponent with expertise in play-
ing the Indian classical instrument Sitar. She learnt Sitar under the guidance of 
several erudite teachers including Pandit Debu Chaudhuri of Senia Gharana.  

After completing her doctorate in Indian Classical Music from Delhi University, she 
went to lecture there for 20 years, becoming senior lecturer of Indian Classical 
Music and also was an artiste in All India Radio. She is a published author of a 
book and many articles.  

 Friday, 

1 May 

2:15pm to 3:15pm 

A magic show by Jaadugar Jim 

Shailesh Poptani also known as Jaadugar Jim. By day he runs his own invest-
ments / estate planning business but as a hobby he performs Magic. He has been 
performing Magic for nearly 3 years now and is aiming to join the Magic Circle 
later this year. JJ says that magic is nothing more than sheer fun - it can bring a 
bit of joy and amazement to all, irrespective of their age, cultures or backgrounds.  

 Sunday, 

3 May 

5pm to 6pm 

Bollywood Songs 

A much-acclaimed popular name known as “Hitesh Kumar and Party” when he 
was in Kenya, they have achieved equal popularity here in UK and abroad over the 
last two decades. They have numerous charities shows to their credit and pio-
neered the first all-negro Asian band back in Kenya. 

“Man from Africa”  Hitesh & Rama—Bollywood Singers  

 Wednesday, 

6 May 

2.15pm to 3.15pm  

Arts, Crafts & Household hints 

One of the crafts she will be showing is using napkins/ serviettes. So, viewers to 
keep this ready if they want to join in. Mamtaben has been working for Virgin At-
lantic in passenger services for almost 25 years. She has also previously worked 
on TV Asia/Zee tv as a children's presenter. In this programme, she showed us 
how to make exciting and interesting items from odds and ends found in all homes 
and how to pass your time without getting bored. The program catered for people 
of all ages. 

 Friday, 

8 May 

2:15pm to 3:15pm  

Stavans by Bhavik Haria 

Bhavik is an up and coming young Bhajan singer. Coming from a musical family, 
Bhavik has had an interest in music from a young age and over the past decade, 
has performed to audiences ranging from 50 to 40,000.  He has captivated listen-
ers from a very young age and is now attracting more of the younger generation. 
Bhavik’s Mission is to inspire the next generation with Indian Devotional Music 
(Bhajans). Bhavik is working on a brand-new fusion album to make this genre of 
music more appealing to future of tomorrow. 
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Wednesday 13 May 2.15pm to 3.15pm  Navnat Masterchefs 

Cookery Demonstrations by our own 'Masterchefs' .Shakuben Sheth is our Kitchen Co-ordinator and has appetised meals for hundreds of 
Navnatees. She brought with her three friends who demonstrated some delicious mouth-watering recipes.  

 

 

 

 

 Friday, 

15 May 

2:15pm to 3:15pm  

Optometry Eye care  - Dimplebhai Mehta 

Dimplebhai is an established and experienced Optometrist working in the commu-
nity in the South East. He is the chair of East Sussex Optometric Committee as 
well as Clinical Governance lead in the South East. The role manages enhanced 
optometric services in NHS.  

 Friday, 

29 May 

2:15pm to 3:15pm  

Paint with Coffee -  Payal Marfatia,  

She has experience of over 20 years in the field of Art and Craft. Since last 7 
years, she has been teaching in HVB Global Academy, Mumbai as an Art and Craft 
Teacher. She takes drawing and painting classes and teaches various types of 
Paintings like sketches,  canvas painting,  Nature drawing,  Still-Life, Glass Paint-
ing, Designs and so on. She also does bridal Mehndi. 

 Friday, 

5 June  

2:30pm to 4:00pm  

Musical afternoon with Marina  

Marinaben is an accomplished versatile singer in the U.K. She has been success-
fully staging musical shows for many years and has done many shows at Navnat 
Centre. She is very popular among music lovers and has many followers. She truly 
has a melodious voice and sings Bollywood songs, Bhajans, Gujarati songs and 
Garbas with great panache.   

 Friday 19th June 

2.30pm - 4pm  

Sangeet Sarita 

Shri Vinod Patel is an internationally renowned name in the world of Gujarati Folk 
music. He has over 75 music albums to his name. Vinodbhai from Rajhot, India 
has been on All Radio for Light Music Loves of Gujarat and other states. The has 
performed in 3000+ concerts around the world and is a winner of many national 
and international awards. 

 Friday, 

26 June 

11am to 12:30pm  

Reflexology, Massage, Pranayam and  Yoga Ahsanas 
 Dipakbhai Jasapara 

The workshop contained the following: 
1.      Reflexology 
2.      Facial Massage: 
3.      Head Massage: 35 minutes:   
4.      Ahsana and Stretching Exercises 
5.      Pranayama 
6.      Chakra based Meditation—(Kundalini Meditation)           

NVM 
MEMBERS  

Friday, 26 June 

2:30pm - 3:30pm  

Ghazals and Shairies  

Our own members exhibited great talent. Programme was Co-ordinated by 
Purnimaben Meswani  

 Tuesday, 30 June – 
2:30 to 3:30pm -
The Art of Mehandi  

Minal Shah  

Originally from Mumbai/India and now in London for 30 years.Professional Artist 
specialist in bridal Hair, makeup, saree dressing and Mehandi She travelled to 
many countries doing bridal artistry. She is an intermediate level line dancer. She 
has worked with Zee TV and Zee Cine awards. 

 

 
Shakuben Sheth 

 
Ansuyaben Bavisha 

 
Sarojben Varia  

     Tarlikaben  Mehta 
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 Tuesday, 30 June 
– 2:30 to 3:30pm -
The Art of Mehan-
di  

Ranjana Patel - She is a professional Mehndi, Makeup, Face Painting & Rangoli Art-
ist and also runs workshops. Involved in Rangoli making since 2004 and has pro-
duced rangoli’s for communities, schools and corporate events all over the UK. De-
livered rangoli workshops to both children and adults 6yrs and above. She specialis-
es in portrait rangolis using traditional rangoli powders. See: www.instagram.com/
BridalArtistrangoli  

 Friday, 

3 July 

2:30pm - 3:30pm  

Nutrition and Health - Richi Shah 

Bsc in Clinical Dietitian / Msc in Diabetes and Cancer. She has done 12 International 
Certified Nutrition Courses and Awarded as Best Youngest Dietitian - 2018 in Mum-
bai and Best Youngest Dietitian - 2019 in India. I'm an Exercise Master and as well as 
Celebrity Dietitian. Staying Fit with her Clients is all she loves to do.  

 Saturday, 

4 July 

8pm - 9:30pm  

Musical evening with - Rikta Mukherjee 

She is a professional singer and she is classically trained in Hindustani Classical 
Music. She has won several awards among which the noted ones are District Music 
Competition and Sangeet Kala Academy awards in India. Rikta has also performed in 
many prestigious stages like Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,The High Commission of India, 
Indian Navy, Regent hall and many more. Rikta has also recorded for well-known 
music companies like Angel, Inreco and many more. She has recently recorded for 
an eminent music director in Kolkata, Devjit Roy, which amassed appreciation glob-
ally.  

 Friday, 

10th July 

2:30pm - 3:30pm 

Music Melodies - Nituben Shah 

Well known in the community for her selfless seva for different charitable projects 
in Kenya. Providing water wells to the dry villages in Kenya, provides education and 
supports disabled children and children’s homes. Sings from the heart and loves 
life. 

 Saturday, 

8th. August 

8pm - 9:30pm  

Ek Anokhi Shaam Aap Ke Saath - Bhupendra & Dina 

The Melodious Singers- Bhupendra and Dina has been on the music  scene since 
many years and entertaining the mass with their melodious voice specialising in 
Bollywood Beats.  Originally, Bhupendra started his career as a journalist but devel-
oped his interest in music at an early age. He has been singing in the past with a live 
band known as Baroda Express from 1990. No stranger to Navnat, last year, the 
couple entertained the members of Vadil Group on the Thames River Boat Cruise.  

  
Dr. Ameet Bakhai 

Friday, 

4 September 

2:30pm - 3:30pm  

Medical Topic—Dr. Ameet Bakhai 

Dr. Balkhai is a well known member of our community and he has given lectures on 
medical topics at Navnat Centre in the past. 

 

Those of you who watched this programme will agree that we had the most delightful Programme of the Year. Nineteen participants 
took part in the Competition and the winners were: 1st. Ashaben Mehta, 2nd.Jayshreeben Rajkotia, 3rd. Malaben Mithani. 

The programme was watched by some 300 devices and 88 Live on YouTube. This was the most challenging programme for our Zoom 
team who had to cope with managing the participants, show the two dances by Neha Raithatha, show three videos of dances, moving 
back and forth to Hasmitaben, our host for the Show and the speeches.  The Zoom team, under the leadership of Arvind Mehta man-
aged the programme brilliantly. 

 
Purnimaben Meswani 

Programme Co-ordinator 

 
Hasmitaben Doshi 

Programme Host and 
Co-ordinator 

 
Jyotsanaben Shah 
Programme Judge 
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P D Q ’ S  •  E - C O M M E R C E  •  V I R T U A L  T E R M I N A L S  •  P A Y  B Y  L I N K

Get the LOWEST Credit  
and Debit Card Processing 

Fees in the UK!
Increase your revenue 
and provide a better service  
for your customers with a 
total peace of mind

PROUD SUPPLIER TO OVER 1,000 QUALITY  
BUSINESSES IN THE UK, INCLUDING:

NO
HIDDEN CHARGES

p	p	A personalised service  
	 from	start	to	finish

p	p	Hassle free & quick  
 setup for ANY  
 type of business

p	p	Providing	the	latest	 
 payment systems 

p	p	Specialising in face-to-face,  
	 over	the	phone	and	online		 	
 transactions
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Family Meditation 
  
FFaammiillyy  mmeeddiiaattiioonn  
Through my role as a Childline counsellor, I have seen how family conflict can impact children’s 
mental wellbeing.  However, it’s not only children that are impacted, it can also have an enor-
mous effect on all family members. 
Disputes within the family are more common than you think. Whether it’s a breakdown of a 
marriage, a falling out between siblings, arguments between different generations in the family 
or inheritance and money disputes, we probably all know someone who has experienced one of 
these.  
 
We face immense pressures from all areas in life; financial worries, health issues, or even par-
enting concerns. Having previously worked in a fast-paced finance consulting environment, 
where people were often under pressure and stressed, I know the effects this can have on rela-
tionships. The people closest to us are the ones who feel it the most. 
 
I am a trained family mediator. Having children of my own, I am passionate about helping fami-
lies to find solutions which work best for their family.  Family mediation is an alternative to go-
ing to court. Resolving issues and creating agreements through mediation can have many bbeennee--
ffiittss::  
 
• It allows you stay in control of the decisions and outcomes.  
• It is more flexible and beneficial for children and agreements made in mediation can be amended over time to meet the changing needs 

of the family.  
• It is less costly and much quicker than going to court.  
• It enables better communication and better family relationships for the future and is less stressful for everyone involved.  
 
Going to court can be extremely stressful and there is always uncertainty about what the outcome will be, whether it’s to do with children’s 
arrangements or finances or something else. 
 
Family mediation has its own core principles which distinguish it from other alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods. It is confidential, 
voluntary and the mediator acts as an impartial person throughout the process. The mediator’s role is to help facilitate discussions, help with 
developing options and most importantly, to ensure fairness and make sure all sides are heard. 
 
When you have a disagreement with someone, how do you react? Our initial reaction is to think, “I will only be flexible and co-operate if they 
do” or “I will only give something if they give me something first”. There is an element of pride which takes over and creates a barrier which 
can cause the breakdown in communication.  
 
When it comes to family conflict, the value and benefit from co-operation and communication can be immense. It can result in better family 
relationships in the future and a better environment for children in the long term. Ask yourself what you want to achieve at the end of the 
process and then make the best decision for your family. Mediation is forward-looking and helps families to make arrangements for their 
future in a positive way.  
 
Mediation may not be right for all cases, but if both sides can bring themselves to communicate and listen to each other, they are half way 
there. 
 
If you are looking for a mediator, always make sure they are registered with the Family Mediation Council (FMC) and you can check this on 
their website www.familymediationcouncil.org.uk. If you would like to know more about family mediation, you can find further information 
here www.rgmediation.co.uk 
 
PPeerrssppeeccttiivvee  aanndd  ccoonnfflliicctt  
 
Perspective can be powerful. More often than not, conflict arises because of misunderstandings and differing interpretations. We sometimes 
think that because we are right, the other side has to be wrong. However, what if we only have part of the story? 
  
In the Jain faith there is a concept called ‘Anekantvada’, the theory of multiple viewpoints. In simple terms, this means there are many differ-
ent viewpoints or multiple aspects to one reality.  
There were five blindfolded people standing in a circle. They were told there was something in the middle and they had to describe what it 
was. The first person stretched their arm out and said they were touching a wall, the second person said they touched a tree trunk, the third 
said it was a fan, the fourth said they felt a rope, and the fifth was convinced it was a branch. They were so sure of their answers and began 
to argue about who was correct. 
It may surprise you to know that from their experience, or perspective, they were all correct. However, their experience (or what they 
touched) was only part of the full story. The wall was actually the body, the tree trunk was a leg, the fan was an ear, the rope was the tail, 
and the branch was the trunk. They were all touching different parts of an elephant. 
They began to describe their experiences to each other and soon gained a better understanding of what they thought it might be, which we 
now know, was the elephant. 
Mediation gives you an opportunity to explain your perspective and at the same time, listen to the other side. By gaining a better understand-
ing and having more knowledge, it can build communication and find solutions. 
 
 
Rishma Gudka 
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SSIIXX  EESSSSEENNTTIIAALLSS  iinn  JJAAIINNIISSMM  
WWhhaatt  aarree  JJaaiinn  AAccttiivviittiieess??    
 
SSaammyyiikk  (State of equanimity), CChhaauuvviissaatttthhoo  (Prayers to 24 Tirthankars), VVaannddaannaa  (Devotion to ascetics), PPrraattiikkrraammaann  (to 
repent past wrong thoughts and deeds), KKaayyoottssaarrggaa  (non attachment to body for a length of time) and PPaacchhcchhaakkhhaann  
(restrictions on food and drink for a period of time to discipline the body) are six essential activities.  
Jainism gives importance to these six essential activities. These observances are suggested twice daily, mornings and 
evenings, to stop new karmic dust bonding with the soul and to shred the old ones attached to the soul.  
(1) SSaammaayyiikk: To remain calm and undisturbed in the state of equanimity for 48 minutes. Wow is taken to keep away from the 
normal activities of the life and stay in the state of equanimity for that period of time. All the activities of mind, speech and 
body are directed towards the purification of the soul. Quite surrounding, stable physical and mental position, prayers, 
study of holy verses and meditation are tools used to keep control over the activities of mind, body and speech.  
(2) CChhaauuvviissaatttthhoo: Prayers to 24 Tirthankars. They all are our guide as they have conquered their inner enemies and 
achieved their goal, salvation. Prayers are done to appreciate their virtues and for showing the path to salvation. Prayers 
help to develop faith in those who re-established and preached the religion before they left their body.  
(There are always only 24 Tirthankars in any one era. The planetary position where all seven planets are at their highest 
position occurs only 24 times in any one era/period of time.)  
(3) VVaannddaannaa: Devotion to ascetics. Songs of praise and worship the idols of ‘Jina’ in the temples. Author of ‘Panchaasak’ 
Haribhadrasuri prays and describes in fifty verses the manner in which one should severe in self discipline while praying 
in front of the idols of Tirthankars in the temple. It describes the posture, mental attitude, tones & tunes of the prayers, 
verses and composition of words, thoughts and spheres of action while praying.  
(4) PPrraattiikkrraammaann::  To repent the past wrong thoughts and deeds. ‘Pratikraman’ means about turn. Stop those activities at-
tracting karmic dust and repent the past wrong doings. Pratikraman means to turnaround from doing unethical activities 
and follow the Mahavir’s path leading to eternity.  
The soul plays the game of snakes and ladder and goes up and down the places in the universe. Good Karmas put him on 
the step up the ladder. He progresses on the path to eternity. Bad Karmas bring him down and push back to the worst 
places like hells.  
Pratikraman is a jewel in the crown of Jain Activities. Soul’s position in the universe is shown as a point on the chart of 14 
stages of his progress towards eternity. Pratikraman means to return. If the soul is pushed down the ladder because of his 
bad activities collecting more karmic dust, he can return to his lost position by performing activities of ‘Pratikraman’ to 
shred those karmic dust and purify his soul.  
Jain philosophy says that only to have the knowledge, is like a person wearing a hat and no clothes. Knowledge has to be 
put to practise. It is of no use to the soul, unless put to practice. For the purification of the soul Jain Activity is essential and 
‘Pratikraman’ is on the top of the list. It is recommended to observe twice daily; mornings and evenings. Essence of 
‘Praticraman’ is asking all living souls in the universe to forgive for any activities done, knowingly or unknowingly though 
this body, mind or speech which may have caused them any harm or hurt their feelings. Non violence is the heart of Jain-
ism. 
                Jayman Mehta 

બબાાબબાા  ગગનનુસુસ  ((  રરીંીંગગણણાાનનીી  વવાાનનગગીી))    
સામગ્રી:  1 મોટુું રીંગણુું   
  1 મમડિયમ ડુુંગળી 
  ચાર થી પાુંચ કળી લસણ  
  તાડિના (જે તલનુું બનાવેલ િોય, tahini made with sesame oil)  

  2 – 3  ટેબલસ્પનૂ દિીં  
  2 થી 3 ચમચી સફેદ મવનેગર  
  4 થી 5 લીલાું તીખાું મરચાું  
  તળવા માટે તેલ  
  થોડુું ફેટા ચીઝ (Feta cheese)  

  થોડુું તેલ, બ્રેિ, પાસસલી (બગદુમનસ), સ્વાદ પ્રમાણે મીઠુું   
રીત:-  પિલેા રીંગણાની છાલ ઉતારી ચીરીઓ કરીને તળી લેવી. ત્યાર બાદ તેમાું સામારેલી ડુુંગળી, ??? મરચાું, દિીં, 
મવનેગર, તાિીની નાુંખી ગ્રાઈન્િ કરી લેવુું. બહ ુડિલુું નિીં રાખવાનુું. માપસર રાખવુું. વાટકા (કચોરા)માું કાિી તેમાું થોડુું 
ખાવાનુું તેલ , થોડુું ફેટા ચીઝ (Feta cheese), પાસસલી (બગદુમનસ), અને સ્વાદાનસુાર મીઠુું નાુંખી િલાવી લેવુું. તે ફ્રેંચ 
બ્રેિ સાથે ખાવુું. આ એક સદુાની વાનગી છે. ખબૂ પૌષ્ટીક છે.           
             ઈંદીરા મવરાણી - Indira Virani   



GGEENNEERRAALL  FFUUNNDDSS  RREEPPOORRTT  --  LLIISSTT  OOFF  DDOONNOORRSS 

No Name Amount No Name Amount No Name Amount 
1 Nina & Prakash Patalia  £      201.00  50 Jaysukhlal B Mehta  £      301.00  99 Kokila Shah  £      101.00  
2 Girish Parekh  £      151.00  51 Bhogilal Sanghvi  £      151.00  100 Pradeep Shah  £      151.00  
3 Fofaria Family  £      151.00  52 Sarlaben Varia  £      151.00  101 Kanchanben Mehta  £      151.00  
4 Sailesh S Virani  £      151.00  53 Ramniklal Shah  £      125.00  102 Savita Jain  £      100.00  
5 Dilip Mithani  £      151.00  54 Rimatex Ltd  £      151.00  103 Natwar Mehta  £      101.00  
6 Pravina Mehta  £      151.00  55 Mr & Mrs J Samji  £      151.00  104 Surendra Shah  £      101.00  
7 Jayant Kamdar  £      151.00  56 Kitir Girtharlal Batavia  £      151.00  105 Jayant Sanghavi  £      151.00  

8 A. Thanawala  £      151.00  57 Mipco Ltd (Atul, Milan Jiral 
Vipani)  £      151.00  106 Prafula Shah  £      151.00  

9 Chiman Sheth  £      151.00  58 Chandrakant Shah  £      151.00  107 Purnimaben Bavishi  £      151.00  
10 Paresh-PD Mehta  £      151.00  59 Pramodray S Bavishi  £      151.00  108 Dhanlaxi M Mehta  £      151.00  

11 Pravin Batavia  £      151.00  60 Nita Nehra Parek 
(Anuradha Parek Trust)  £      151.00  109 Chandrakant Shah  £      151.00  

12 Padmavati Parekh  £      101.01  61 Vershaben S Bavishi  £      151.00  110 Raj Mehta  £      151.00  
13 So & Cs Doshi  £      201.00  62 Jalinbhai G Udani  £      151.00  111 Ashokkumar Mehta  £      151.00  
14 Minaxi Patel  £      151.00  63 Chhotubhai P Kothari  £      151.00  112 AD Parekh  £      151.00  
15 Jayesh Doshi  £      151.00  64 Anup Chandulal Mehta  £      151.00  113 Pravin S Mehta  £      151.00  
16 Paresh Doshi  £      151.00  65 Jaswanti Mehta  £      151.00  114 Harish H Shah  £      151.00  
17 P Malviya  £      101.00  66 Rashmikant Mehta  £      151.00  115 Niranjana Mehta  £      101.00  
18 S L Mehta  £      151.00  67 Dipak Mehta  £      151.00  116 SB Mehta  £      151.00  
19 Hema Sheth  £      151.00  68 Kiran C Patel  £      151.00  117 Kalakant Shah  £      151.00  
20 Mahasukhlal H Patel  £      151.00  69 Dina Ashvin Mehta  £        51.00  118 Natu Mehta  £      151.00  
21 Jayesh Kothari  £      151.00  70 Pushpa Sheth  £      101.00  119 Nagin Shah  £      151.00  
22 Chandrakant Gudka  £        51.00  71 Chirag V Sheth  £      151.00  120 Sunil Sangani  £      201.00  
23 Smita Bakhda  £      151.00  72 M & N Kothary  £      151.00  121 Jagdish Sanghani  £      125.00  
24 MC & KM Kamdar Trust  £      151.00  73 Bhupendra Vallabhai Vasa  £      151.00  122 Jyoti Mehta  £        51.00  
25 Dolatry Sheth  £      151.00  74 Narendra Mavani  £      151.00  123 Navinbhai Jhat  £      151.00  

26 Hasmukh Vora- Alami Int  £      151.00  75 Rushout Investments  £      151.00  124 Mahendra J Kothary  £      151.00  

27 Rashmi Patel  £      151.00  76 Jagdish D Khilosia  £      151.00  125 Jiten Tolia  £      151.00  
28 Aarkishan Mehta  £      151.00  77 K Adani  £      151.00  126 Lata Kishor Shah  £        51.00  
29 Navinchandra Mehta  £      151.00  78 Necessity Supp  £      151.00  127 Bhupendra Shah  £      151.00  
30 Meena Mehta  £      151.00  79 Bina & Dinesh Shah  £      151.00  128 Sejal Parekh  £      151.00  
31 Kishor Vipani  £      151.00  80 Bharat & Hasu Mehta  £      151.00  129 Sameer Sheth  £      151.00  
32 Gajendrabhai M Vipani  £      151.00  81 A & R Nanalal  £      151.00  130 Milan Kothari  £      151.00  
33 Sarojben Bharatbhai Varia  £      151.00  82 Vipin Doshi  £      151.00  131 Premlataben Parekh  £      151.00  
34 G.U. Shah  £        51.00  83 Usha Jobanputra  £        51.00  132 Falguni Jain  £      151.00  
35 Mayur Mehta  £      151.00  84 Pratibha B Lakhani  £      151.00  133 Surekha Arvind Sheth  £      151.00  
36 Anil Kotecha  £      151.00  85 Bhavesh Vora  £      151.00  134 Shilpa Sandip Sheth  £      100.00  
37 Baburai Tarachand Shah  £      151.00  86 Ketan Varia  £      151.00  135 Taraben Rupani  £      151.00  
38 Shaila Mandania  £      151.00  87 Dilip S Mehta  £      151.00  136 Harish Shah  £      151.00  
39 Vanlila S Mahta  £      151.00  88 Vidula Jayesh Amee  £      151.00  137 Nilam Doshi  £      150.00  
40 Pramilaben C Bakhda  £      151.00  89 Milan Sheth  £      151.00  138 Niranjan Mehta-  £      151.00  
41 Sarda Shah  £      151.00  90 Minaxi Kothari  £      151.00  139 A Mehta  £      151.00  
42 Rekha Sodha  £      151.00  91 Kamal Parekh  £      151.00  140 Ushakumari Mehta  £      151.00  
43 Chaten Parekh  £      151.00  92 Virendra Bakhai  £      151.00  141 Chiman Sheth  £        51.00  
44 Vinod Chugger  £      151.00  93 Nirmala D Doshi  £      151.00  142 Jimit Shah  £      151.00  
45 Hasmukhbhai Bilakhia  £      151.00  94 J & R Desai  £      151.00  143 V Pau  £      151.00  
46 Rekha D Shah  £      101.00  95 N Shah  £      151.00  144  Kundanben Bachoolal C Mehta  £      151.00  
47 Ina Mukesh Shah  £      151.00  96 Suresh Mahta £51.00 145 Pratapbhai B Bavishi  £      151.00  
48 Kanakrai Desai   £      151.00  97 M Kothari  £      151.00  146 Bhadra Vadgama  £      151.00  
49 Hamendra Bavishi  £      151.00  98 Bharat Bavishi  £      151.00  147 Shobnaben  £      151.00  

Total contribution received by Navnat is £21142.01 
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2019 2019 2019 2018
Receipts Payments Total Total

Rent for Hall Hire 94,835 14,012 80,823 95,942
Rent for Car Park 252,872 0 252,872 213,995
Donations Received - Khushi Bhet 3,515 0 3,515 8,832
Life Membership 4,244 0 4,244 2,054
Badminton Club Donation 2,245 201 2,044 1,432
Jalsa group
Gift Aid 4,385 0 4,385 2,947
Interest 7,313 0 7,313 8,242

369,409 14,213 355,196 333,444
Events:
Mahavir Jayanti 4,413 520 3,893 -455
Ramnavmi 101 891 -790 -626
Janmashtami 1,251 -1,251 -306
Paryushan 42,239 28,641 13,598 -3,736
Pritibhojan 6,858 8,238 -1,380 2,515
Navratri 12,723 11,158 1,565 3,559
Diwali & New Year 383 555 -172 -725
Other events 13,017 9,750 3,267 11,127
Weekend Classes 0 1,387 -1,387 -918
career Fair
Waedding Exhibiton
Volunteers Dinner 1,095 -1,095 -1,575
puja Rakeshbhai Zaveri
Total 83,813 85,751 -1,938 -8,979
Others:
Advertising 2,825 -2,825 -2,601
Insurance 7,989 -7,989 -7,194
General Rates 5,464 -5,464 -5,336
Electricity & Gas 19,271 -19,271 -17,923
Water Charges 3,233 -3,233 -5,166
Bookkeeping Fees 7,696 -7,696 -8,210
Salary - Regular 27,577 -27,577 -27,778
Employer's Contribution-Regular Wages 1,315 -1,315 -1,737
Employer's Pension Contribution-Regular Wages 758 -758 -491
Salary Casual 27,551 -27,551 -34,696
Employer's Contribution-Casual Wages 176 -176 -861
Employer's Pension Contribution-Casual Wages 345 -345 -436
Substance & Travel 113 -113 -363
Telephone 804 -804 -1,443
Stationery & Printing 2,412 -2,412 -2,611
Repairs & Renewals 34,073 -34,073 -30,354
Cleaning & Gardening 7,394 -7,394 -4,356
Bank Charges 789 -789 -1,701
Darpan 4,079 12,408 -8,329 -11,541
Kitchen 9,857 -9,857 -6,298
Legal Fees revesal of provided in 2017 0 0 0 1,200
AGM & EC Expenses 6,250 -6,250 -1,528
General Donations 1,400 -1,400 -1,250
Subscriptions 100 -100 -1,266
Training Costs 500 -500 -1,719
Sundry Expenses 184 -184 -242
Depreciation 67,976 -67,976 -69,056
Total 4,079 248,460 -244,381 -244,957

Movement of Funds: 457,723 326,159 131,564 101,848

Jivdaya 40,205 81,118 -40,913 1,047

40,205 81,118 -40,913 1,047
Net Surplus NVA 86,150 98,394
Net Surplus all afiliates 17,451 4,071
Total Net Surplus as per our draft account 103,601 102,465

Navnat Vanik Association of the UK Income and Expenditure Account For the Year 
31st December 2019 Charity registration 1173042

Please note above accounts are consolidated accounts so Donations From Bhagini £2501, Vadil £1500 
and Bridge club £1000 are contraed out in the botom line

PDF Created with deskPDF PDF Writer - Trial :: http://www.docudesk.com
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Jivdaya Donation  UK charity India Charity Due to Covid 19 
Anoopam Mission  £351.00      
Action Aid UK  £300.00      
Farm Africa  £300.00      
Four Paws  £300.00      
Jitendra Foundation  £300.00      
Multiple Sclerosis Society  £300.00      
The Peace Hospice  £300.00      
UFAW  £300.00      
London Zoo  £300.00      
Shri Rajchandra Mission  £1,000.00      
Life Global UK  £5,000.00      
Chuda Mahajan Panjarapole    £317.16    
Daboi Sarvajanik Panjarapole    £317.16    
Dahod Anaj Mahajan Gaushala    £317.16    
Dashashrimali Sthanakvasi Jain Sangh    £317.16    
Dhasa Junction Gaushala    £317.16    
Dhrol Gaushala Panjarapole    £317.16    
Vadodara Panjarapole    £317.16    
Vikas Vidyala    £317.16    
Goodwill Hands    £317.16    
Mahuva Gaurakshak Sabha    £317.16    
Meghji Sojpal Jain Ashram    £317.16    
Nagardas Manji Shah Vardhman    £317.16    
Navkar Sarvar Kendra    £317.16    
Panchmia Charitable Trust    £317.16    
Parekh DP & TP Shree Sthanakvasi    £317.16    
Pashu Seva Kendra    £317.16    
Patiyad Mahajan Panjarapole    £317.16    
Pragna Chakshu Mahila Sevakunj    £317.16    
Samast Mahajan    £317.16    
Savarkundla Gaushala    £317.16    
Shah K L Institute for Deaf    £317.16    
Society for Relief & Rehabilitation    £317.16    
Sudama Charitable Trust    £317.16    
Amreli Panjarapole    £317.16    
Arasuri Ambaji Mata Devsthan    £317.16    
Ashadeep Charitable Trust    £317.16    
Ashirwad Trust for Disabled    £317.16    
Ashutosh Gau Seva Samiti    £317.16    
Bhavnagar Vrudhashram    £317.16    
Botad Mahajan Panjarapole    £317.16    
Oswal Association-Re Covid19      £500.00  
RAMA-Jalaram Mandir      £500.00  
Reshma Mehta- Meterials for Masks for NHS      £516.70  
Veerayatan UK      £2,000.00  
LNWH Charity       £2,000.00  
     
Totals  £8,751.00   £9,514.80   £5,516.70  
        

TOTAL   £23,782.50  
Made by Navnat to organisations 
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DDoonnaattiioonnss  mmaaddee  ttoo  NNaavvnnaatt  bbyy  ddoonnoorrss  

NNaammee    AAmmoouunntt  NNaammee    AAmmoouunntt  
     
Aishwarya Asit Shah £20.00 Hiralaxmi Mehta £11.00 
Amit Vibhakar £25.00 Illa  Mody £21.00 
Anita Yogesh Modi £21.00 Indiraben Dhirubhai Galani £25.00 
Anonymous  £51.00 Indiraben Virani £21.00 
Anonymous  £51.00 Indu Pravin Khona  £21.00 
Anonymous   £51.00 Indulal Gandhi & Family £21.00 
Ansuyaben Bavisha £51.00 J Doshi £21.00 
Anup Chandulal Mehta £21.00 J Mehta £101.00 
Anup Mehta £15.00 Jagdish Mehta £25.00 
Arin Pukarbhai  Mehta £21.00 Jashwantiben Babubhai Mehta £51.00 
Aruna J Vora £25.00 Jasuben Dalpatrai Sheth  £21.00 
Aruna P Mehta £25.00 Jasuben Hasmukhrai Kothari  £21.00 
Arunaben Mahendrabhai Kothari £11.00 Jasuben Mehta £51.00 
Arvind Hitesh Mehta £51.00 Jasuben Pranchandra Rupani £101.00 
Ashaben Mehta £41.00 Jaswantiben Doshi  £21.00 
Ashok & Sushila Shah  £25.00 Jayant Kamdar £51.00 
Atul Pandya £5.00 Jayantibhai Ghelani £21.00 
Batukbhai Amrutlal Gathani £501.00 Jayesh Gajendra Doshi £21.00 
Bharat Bavishi £31.00 Jayprakash Desai £11.00 
Bharat Varia-Aarti Mahavir Janma £51.00 Jayshree  Sheth  £11.00 
Bhartiben Kumudlal Mehta £21.00 Jayshree Arunbhai Vora £21.00 
Bharti Ramesh Shah  £15.00 Jayshree Rameshbhai Modi £51.00 
Bhartiben Fofaria £125.00 Jayshree  Raval £11.00 
Bhupenbhai  Narotambhai Shah  £25.00 Jayshreeben  D Doshi  £10.00 
Bina Mayur  Sanghvi £51.00 Jayshreeben Sangrajka £20.00 
Bindiben Dilipbhai  Avlani £25.00 Jayvantbhai T Mehta £20.00 
Champaben  Shantilal Mehta  £51.00 Jitendra Maganlal Dami £100.00 
Chandanben Maniar  £15.00 Joshnaben Parekh £101.00 
Chandrakant Shah £25.00 Kajal Vijandra Kothary Tolia £21.00 
Chandrikaben Jetendrabhai  Kamdar & family £51.00 Kamalben Batavia  £11.00 
Chandrikaben Kishorbhai Bavishi £101.00 Kamuben Kothari £25.00 
Chandrikaben Lalitrai Mehta £21.00 Kanak Anil Modi £20.00 
D B Mehta £25.00 Kanchanben Mehta £51.00 
D.K.Shah  £205.00 Kantilal K Dhanki £51.00 
Damyanti Shah £51.00 Kanyalal Rugneth Parekh £11.00 
Darshana Dipak Bajaria £25.00 Kashmira Doshi £11.00 
Daxa Dilip Batavia  £15.00 Kashmira Mukesh Mehta £11.00 
Daxasha Kailash £20.00 Kaushik P Shah £21.00 
Deepak Udani £201.00 Khushi Dhulia £20.00 
Dhanvant Damani £31.00 Kiranben Kantilal Gathani  £21.00 
Dilip, Emma, Suri & Dillon Shah £51.00 Kirit G Batavia-Paryushan Samayaik £51.00 
Divya V Mehta £15.00 Kiritbhai Batavia  £51.00 
Dr Roshni & Dr James Hibberd/Mistry £51.00 Kishor Mehta £75.50 
Ek Sadharmik Family (Rp)  £21.00 Kokilaben Solani £21.00 
Ella Suresh Shah £50.00 Kokilaben Mehta £11.00 
Ella, Pramodbhai & Nikesh Mistry £251.00 Kokilaben Shah  £21.00 
Falguni  Jain £41.00 Kokilaben Vasantrai Sanghrajka £101.00 
Gita Mehta £31.00 Kumud Ramniklal Mehta £75.00 
Gita Pankaj Kothari £251.00 Kundanben Anupam Kothari  £11.00 
Gitaben  Mehta £101.00 Lataben  Kishor Shah  £51.00 
H Sanghrajka £25.00 Late Abhilasha Amitbhai Mehta £51.00 
Hansa  Bavisi  £11.00 Late Champaben Virjal (Nalini) Shah  £101.00 
Hansa Mehta £10.00 Late Kantilal & Late Menadevi Bakhai £51.00 
Haresh Sanghavi £75.50 Late Mabel & Late Charles Holden £51.00 
Harishbhai Udani £21.00 Late Mrs Shardaben Laxmi P. Mehta £101.00 
Harkishan T Mehta £51.00 Late Prabhudasbhai Parekh £20.00 
Harsha Kiritbhai Kothari £11.00 Late Puriben Laxmichand Mehta £51.00 
Harsha S Doshi £11.00 Late Santaben Jayantilal Doshi £51.00 
Harshaben Dilipkumar Narbheram £101.00 Late Smt.Chachalben Shantilal Mehta £101.00 
Hasit Bakhda £21.00 Late Sushilaben Vanrajbhai Doshi £50.00 
Hemlata Mehta £20.00 Late Urmilaben Dhirendrabhai Sanghrajka £101.00 
Hemlataben Sheth  £21.00 Late Vanechandbhai Lavgi Mehta £101.00 
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NNaammee    AAmmoouunntt  NNaammee    AAmmoouunntt  
     
Lilavantiben Natwarlal Kothari £11.00 Pushpa Harsukh Sheth £21.00 
M N Kamdar £25.00 Pushpaben Praful Batavia £97.25 
Mahendra Dalpatlal Mehta £25.00 R B Doshi £151.00 
Malaben and Lilam Avlani Mehta £51.00 R Lathia £25.00 
Mangalaben Shah £20.00 Rajiv B Benani £201.00 
Manglaben Shah £21.00 Rajnibhai Shah £25.00 
Manish Bhandra Mehta £31.00 Ramaben G Ghelani £25.00 
Manjulaben Gajendra Vipani £21.00 Ramaben Jayantilal  Doshi £101.00 
Manjulaben Pranlal Vora £51.00 Ramniklal Shah £25.00 
Meenaben Sangrajka £21.00 Ranjan Pravin Mehta £51.00 
Meenaben Bipinbhai Mehta £25.00 Ranjanben Jani  £11.00 
Mina Dipak Mehta £51.00 Reeta Sanjai Kothari  £11.00 
Mina Jagdish Sanghani £25.00 Rekha Ramniklal Mehta £21.00 
Mina Jitendrakumar & Family Sheth £51.00 Renu Bharat Mehta £51.00 
Minaben Anilbhai Shah £11.00 Riken & Puja N/A £11.00 
Minaben Fofaria £25.00 Rimatex Ltd £101.00 
Minaben Patel £20.00 Ritaben Sangrajka £25.00 
Minaxi Arvind Shah  £31.00 Roshni Aamar Shah £21.00 
Mr & Mrs J Samji £51.00 Rupal Punter £21.00 
Mr Himtalal H Shah  £51.00 S Sheth & S Sheth £25.00 
Mradulaben Shashikantbhai Bakhai £51.00 Sailesh Dinesh Khanderia £31.00 
Mrs Kanchanben Z Mehta £51.00 Sakuntala  Sheth  £21.00 
Mrs Shaila Mansukh Mandania £15.00 Sardaben  Shah £20.00 
Mrs Silpa Sheth £15.00 Sarlaben Jaymanbhai Mehta £21.00 
Mrudula Sirishbhai Kothari  £21.00 Saroj  J. Parekh  £15.00 
Mukeshchandra Desai £21.00 Sarojben  Bhavsar £51.00 
N P Avlani £51.00 Savita Bharat Kothari £25.00 
Naitik  Doshi £5.00 Savitaben Jain £25.00 
Nalinbhai and Indiraben Shah £152.00 Sejal & Shahil N/A £11.00 
Nalini Ramesh Jatakia £31.00 Shaani & Kush Damaini £25.00 
Naliniben H Vora £11.00 Shailaben Mansukhbhai Mandania £101.00 
Nandlal Solani £21.00 Shantaben Varia £51.00 
Natubhai Shah £50.00 Shardaben Pd Mehta £21.00 
Navnat Badminton Club £81.00 Sharla H. Varia  £11.00 
Navnitlal Shamjibhai £151.00 Sheillaben Tolia £51.00 
Nayanben Shah £11.00 Shilaben Hitenbhai Kamdar £25.00 
Neer Mehta £11.00 Shirishbhai Desai & Family £51.00 
Nikki Dishant Tolia £11.00 Shirishbhai  Mithani £21.00 
Nilaben Mahendrabhai Kothary £21.00 Shivani  Mehta £25.00 
Nilam Shah  £11.00 Shobhnaben  Jagdishbhai  £25.00 
Nilamben Doshi £51.00 Sonia N. Mehta  £11.00 
Nimesh,Nishaal & Amisha  £11.00 Subhashbhai, Priti Shah & Family £25.00 
Niruben Direshbhai Doshi £15.00 Surekhaben Arvindbhai Sheth £25.00 
Nisha Sailesh Khanderia £25.00 Surekhaben Harishbhai Shah £25.00 
Nitaben Nehru Parekh £151.00 Suresh Mehta £101.00 
P Doshi £112.00 Tarunaben Narendra Kothary £11.00 
P R Kamdar £75.00 Trupti Sailesh Parekh £21.00 
Padminiben, Milanbhai Sheth £15.00 Ushaben Chimanbhai Sheth £20.00 
Pallavi Natwarlal Mehta £25.00 Ushaben Jayantilal Shah £11.00 
Pankaj Sheth £25.00 Ushakumari Mehta £21.00 
Piya And Zara Mehta £25.00 V Mehta £51.00 
Pramila Chandrakant Bakhda £21.00 Vanitaben Rameshbhai  Mehta £10.00 
Prathibhaben Shah £21.00 Varsha Anil Shah £11.00 
Pratibha Bavisi  £11.00 Vidulaben Shah £51.00 
Pratimaben Bharatbhai Bakhai £21.00 Vidyaben Manharlal Shah £20.00 
Pravina Kothari £25.00 Vijaybhai  Kundan Malkan  £25.00 
Pravina Prafulbhai Kothari £25.00 Vinay & Vibhu  Mehta £21.00 
Praxa  Parekh  £51.00 Vinodbhai Parekh £21.00 
Princess Aishwarya £10.00 Yashumati  Mehta £21.00 
Priti Viren Dhulia £101.00 Yogesh Desai £51.00 
Purnimaben Mahendra Mehta £51.00   
Purnimaben Nayanbhai Bavishi £51.00   
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NNaavvnnaatt  bbyy  ddoonnoorrss  ££1100,,551166..2255  
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Paryushan 2020 Ucchavnis 
Ucchavni for Name of donor(s) Amount 
Mahavir Bhagwan Ful in Mala Sarojben and Bharatbhai Varia £451 
Elephant (Airavat) Tarunaben and Dilipbhai Mithani £451 
Bull (Rishabh) Anup and Prafulla Mehta In memory of late 

Nirmala Chandulal Mehta 
£401 

Lion (Sinh) Malti and Chandrakant Shah  £1,201 
Laxmi Savitaben Vithaldas Mithani & Family £4,001 
Beautiful Garland (ful in mala) Indiraben and Chandrakant Mehta and 

family  
£1,001 

Full Moon ( Chandra) Jeminiben Dipakbhai  Udani  £1,801 
Bright Sun (Surya) Late Kumudben and Late Punamchand B 

Mehta Parivar 
£1,651 

Large Flag (Dhajaa) Jayaben Jivanlal Mehta and family  £1,001 
Golden Vase (Kumbh) Anokhee Mehta and Tara Shah £1,251 
Lotus Lake (Padma sarovar) Surendrabhai and Kalaben Doshi £701 
Milky Ocean ( Kshirsamudra) Malti and Chandrakant Shah  £1,601 
Celestial chariot (Dev Viman) Rekhaben and Dr Jagdish Shah and family £1,251 
Gems (Ratna) Kiranben and Nitinbhai Patel and Family  £1,351 
Smokless Fire (Agni) Jasuben Mehta and Kanchanben Mehta £1,401 
Parna Jeminiben Dipakbhai  Udani  £1,201 
Aarti  Prafulbhai and Pushpaben Batavia £651 
Mangal Divo Bhartiben and Kumudlal Mehta and family £702 
Savantsari Samaik (Sthanakvasi) Late Shantaben Vanmalidas Sanghrajka 

family 
£1,111 

Savantsari Pratikaman (Sthanakvasi) Anonymous £1,001 
TTOOTTAALL    ££2244,,118811  
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PPaarryyuusshhaann  22002200--  TTaappaassvvii  
  

MMrrss  SSaaddhhnnaabbeenn  SShhaahh  99  UUppwwaass  
JJaayyeesshhbbhhaaii  DDoosshhii  88  UUppwwaass  
JJaattiinnbbhhaaii  PPaatteell  88  UUppwwaass  
KKaallppaannaabbeenn  NNaarreennddrraa  MMeehhttaa  88  UUppwwaass  
AAnnuuppbbhhaaii  MMeehhttaa  88  UUppwwaass  
NNiisshhaabbeenn  KKhhaannddeerriiaa  88  UUppwwaass  
NNeeeerrkkuummaarr  DDiilliippbbhhaaii  MMeehhttaa  88  UUppwwaass  
ZZaallaakkbbeenn  NNrruuppaayy  SShhaahh  88  UUppwwaass  
SShhiillppaa  SSaannddiipp  SShheetthh  88  UUppwwaass  
  AAiisshhwwaarriiyyaa  RRaajjkkuummaarr  SShhaahh  88  UUppwwaass  
SShhoobbhhnnaabbeenn  SSuurreesshhbbhhaaii  MMeehhttaa  88  UUppwwaass  
MMrrss  SShhaaiillaabbeenn  MMaannddaanniiaa  88  UUppwwaass  
HHaarriisshhbbhhaaii  UUddaannii  88  UUppwwaass  
NNaalliinnkkaanntt  NNaannaallaall  KKootthhaarrii  44  UUppwwaass  
ZZaakkhhiill  KKiirraann  MMaallkkaann  --  AAggee  1144  33  UUppwwaass  
PPrriinncceessss  RRaajjkkuummaarr  SShhaahh  --  AAggee  1144  88  UUppwwaass  
AAaarryyaakkuummaarrii  JJhhaattaakkiiaa  --  AAggee  88  88  EEkkaassaannaa  
KKiiaakkuummaarrii    JJhhaattaakkiiaa  --  AAggee  55  66  EEkkaassaannaa  



Paryushan 2020 Nakro Donations 
Date Sponsorship for Amount Name of donor(s) 
15/08/2020 Full day  £501 Mrs Rekhaben and Dr Jagdish Shah and family on the occasion of 

Esha and Dillion's marriage 
  Aarti £101 Bhadraben Bhupendrabhai Shah 
      Dilipbhai and Taruna Mithani and family  
      In memory of Zaverben Shah  
      Late Shantaben Mansang Varia 
16/08/2020 Full day  £501 Chetan Shah and family - In memory of Late Pranlal Dungershi 

Bavishi (Shah) 
  Aarti £101 Dilipbhai and Taruna Mithani and family  
17/08/2020 Full day  £501 Jayshreeben and Jaswantiben Hasmukhrai Doshi 
18/08/2020 Full day  £501 Seemaben Khajuria 
  Aarti £101 Reema Jeetendra Shah 
      Shobhna and Suresh Mehta 
19/08/2020 Full day  £501 Jayshree and Kanak Juthani on the occasion of the forthcoming 

wedding of Samir and Ella 
      Mrs Manjula Pranlal Vora and family 
      Rajeshree Nanji Kara Shah and family 
  Pratikaman Labh £201 Trupti Parekh and family in memory of Late Anupchand Harilal Pa-

rekh and Late Vasantben Anupchand Parekh 
  Aarti £101 Pratima Shah 
      Premlataben Natwarlal Parekh 
20/08/2020 Aarti £101 Nanalal and Kokila Solani 
      Ramesh, Arvind, Kirth and Praful Batavia on the occasion of 80th 

birthday of Mrs Nirmala Ashok Gosalia 
      Shobhnaben Vasantrai Parekh 
  Tapasvi Bahuman £151 Anjli Doshi in memory of Jayvantlal & Induben Doshi 
      Dilipbhai and Taruna Mithani and family  
      Dr Hitesh and Sushma Shah and family 
21/08/2020 Evening Bhavna £251 Hitesh Pranlal Shah In memory of Pranlal D Shah and Krina Hitesh 

Shah 
  Pratikaman Labh £201 Natubhai and Pallaviben Mehta,  Neha and Dimple Mehta, Amee and 

Amit Shah 
  Aarti £101 Anonymous  
      Anonymous  
      Batavia Family for Sejal and Anuj Shah and 65th birthday of Mrs 

Pragnaben Shah of Solihull 
      Bhartiben & Kumudlal Mehta & Family 
      Kishore & Darshana Batavia 
      Nitin & Chhaya Savadia in memory of Late Devchandbhai and Chan-

chalben Savadia 
22/08/2020 Savansari Day 

costs 
£501 Arunaben, Priya, Piyush, Shirin, Anya, Esha and Hana on the occa-

sion of  75th Birthday of Jaisukhbhai  Vora 
      In memory of late Jaysukhlal Nandlal Shah from all family mem-

bers 
      Mayur & Bina Sanghvi in memory of Babubhai Sanghvi  
      Navnat Badminton Group ( Tuesday and Thursday) 
      Rekha Ramniklal G Mehta 
TTOOTTAALL   ££88883322   
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